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There is no consensus on the nature, or even the existence, of Vietnamese word stress.
While some authors have proposed that it is morphosyntactically conditioned (Thompson
1963, Thompson 1965, Cao 2003 [1978], Ngô 1984), others have adopted the view that
it is consistently word-final (Trần 1967; Nguyễn & Ingram 2006, 2007b; Pha.m 2008;
Nguyễn 2010) or that it lacks stress altogether (Emeneau 1951). This is due to the
elusive nature of word prominence in Vietnamese, and to the small number of studies
that tackle the issue experimentally. In this paper, acoustic experiments designed to test
previous hypotheses and tease apart possible types of prominence are presented. Southern
Vietnamese disyllabic words with various morphosyntactic structures were recorded in
controlled environments to test for stress and phrasal effects. Their duration, mean intensity,
mean f0, f0 range and formants were then measured to assess word prominence. Results
suggest that there is little evidence for word stress in Southern Vietnamese and that reports of
final stress can be reinterpreted as phrase-final lengthening. Focus-marking strategies bring
no additional evidence for the existence of stress, but they seem to be partly speaker- and
tone-specific, which supports results obtained in studies of Northern Vietnamese (Michaud
2005).

1 Introduction
There is a puzzling level of disagreement about the status and nature of word stress in
Vietnamese. While some authors analyze the language as stressless, others have proposed
that it has unbounded final stress, bounded iambic stress, or even a morphosyntacticallyconditioned stress system. This lack of consensus is primarily due to the stereotypically
isolating nature of the language: to my knowledge, no morphophonological alternations
or phonotactic distributions that could be used to diagnose word stress have ever been
reported. Another reason why there is debate about the nature of Vietnamese stress is that
different researchers appear to have conflated factors like word stress, focus and phrase-final
lengthening. The main goal of this study is therefore to examine the acoustic properties of a
number of morphosyntactically controlled disyllables to try to uncover hard evidence about
syllable prominence.
The fact that even native linguists fail to agree on the nature of stress in Vietnamese (or
even on its location in specific words) further suggests that even if it exists, it may not be very
salient. This raises two interesting typological issues: (i) How is stress realized in a language
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in which every syllable bears a lexical tone? and (ii) Do all languages have some form of
word stress?

1.1 Stress, stresslessness, and stress in tone languages
There is a certain conceptual vagueness in the use of the term STRESS in the literature
on Vietnamese. To avoid further confusion, Hyman’s (2006) definition of STRESS-ACCENT
will be adopted in this paper. PRIMARY STRESS (or just STRESS, for convenience) is an
indication of
word-level metrical structure meeting the two following criteria:
a. obligatoriness [ . . . ]: every lexical word has at least one syllable marked for the highest degree of metrical
prominence (primary stress);
b. culminativity [ . . . ]: every lexical word has at most one syllable marked for the highest degree of metrical
prominence.
(Hyman 2006: 231).

Words can also bear SECONDARY STRESS, which typically manifests itself as a prominent
initial or final syllable (EDGE-PROMINENCE), or as alternation of stressed and unstressed
syllables (BOUNDED or ALTERNATING STRESS). An additional factor that often plays a role
in stress systems, WEIGHT-SENSITIVITY, can be disregarded in Vietnamese, because it has a
minimality requirement forcing all syllables to have at least two moras (i.e. it has no light
syllables). Furthermore, even researchers who believe Vietnamese has stress agree that it is
not contrastive (for full discussion see Section 1.4).
It is important to distinguish stress from PHRASAL PROMINENCE (or phrasal stress), a
cover term for a variety of phenomena that can be misinterpreted as stress if words are
recorded in isolation or in inadequate frame sentences. Phrasal prominence not only includes
the lengthening effects typically found at phrase edges (Beckman & Edwards 1990, Cutler &
Butterfield 1990a, Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2000), but can also result from the realization
of boundary tones. Along similar lines, stress can be difficult to distinguish from word-final
lengthening (Cutler & Butterfield 1990b, Byrd 1996, Byrd & Krivokapić 2006, Fletcher
2010). INFORMATION STRUCTURE (focus, givenness, topicalization) can also affect phrasal
prominence, but our understanding of information structure in Vietnamese is still limited
(Michaud & Brunelle 2016).
Word stress (primary or secondary) is phonetically realized by means of a combination
of increased duration, intensity and f0, and can also be cued by a reduction of phonological
contrast (especially a neutralization of vowel quality) in unstressed syllables (Hayes 1995,
van der Hulst 2012). In a variety of languages a longer syllable duration has been shown to
be the clearest acoustic correlate of stress (Fry 1955 on English, Sluijter & Van Heuven 1996
and Sluijter, Van Heuven & Pacilly 1997 on Dutch, De Jong & Zawaydeh 1999 on Jordanian
Arabic, Arvaniti 2000 on Greek, Remijsen 2002 on Ma’ya, Remijsen & Van Heuven 2005 on
Papamientu, Prieto & Ortega-Llebaria 2006 on Spanish and Catalan). The smallest reported
stress-conditioned increase in duration is about 10% in word-initial Spanish syllables (Prieto
& Ortega-Llebaria 2006), but this lengthening is typically much greater in other languages.
Note however that durational cues to stress are sometimes less direct. For instance, in Welsh, it
is the post-stress consonant that is lengthened, rather than the stressed syllable itself (Williams
1985).
Vowel quality and intensity are also generally robust cues, although their exact
manifestations and contributions are partly language-specific. In languages that show dramatic
reduction or phonological neutralization of vowel contrasts in unstressed syllables, like
English, formants are radically centralized. However, even in languages without clear vowel
reduction, F1 and F2 are usually affected to some extent (De Jong & Zawaydeh 1999, Remijsen
2002, Remijsen & Van Heuven 2005, Prieto & Ortega-Llebaria 2006). Formant measurements
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are difficult to compare across studies, but Jordanian Arabic, with a 5% boost in F1 in stressed
syllables seems to have one of the lowest reported differences (De Jong & Zawaydeh 1999).
The effect of stress on intensity is less straightforward: mean intensity often correlates with
stress, but as the energy increase is not equally distributed in the frequency spectrum, a
boosted intensity in higher harmonics has been shown to be an even better indicator of stress
in Dutch, Spanish and Catalan unaccented syllables (Sluijter & Van Heuven 1996, Sluijter
et al. 1997, Prieto & Ortega-Llebaria 2006). However, no such effect is found in English
(Campbell & Beckman 1997), and it seems that, at least in some languages, overall intensity
is more correlated with accent (i.e. the association of a melodic target, or pitch-accent, to
a stressed syllable) than with stress itself. In fact, it has been proposed that the combined
effect of duration and intensity may be a better way of capturing the perceptual prominence of
stressed syllables than the two cues taken separately (Beckman 1986, Arvaniti 2000). Finally,
although f0 is primarily a phonetic correlate of accent, a residual higher f0 may be maintained
on stressed syllables, even when unaccented (De Jong & Zawaydeh 1999, Remijsen 2002).
Although they are superficially competing for some of the same acoustic cues, lexical
tone and stress are not incompatible in absolute terms. There are many well-described cases
of languages where lexical tone and contrative stress coexist (Inkelas & Zec 1998 on SerboCroatian, Riad 1998 and Lahiri, Wetterlin & Jönsson-Steiner 2005 on Scandinavian, Remijsen
2002 on Ma’ya, Baart 2003 on the tonal languages of Pakistan, Remijsen & Van Heuven 2005
on Papamientu, Nara 2015 on Punjabi). In Ma’ya for instance, stress and tone rely on the
same phonetic properties, but weighted in opposite orders (Remijsen 2002). Perhaps more
typically, in many languages with sparse tonal specification as diverse as Swedish (Riad 1998,
Lahiri et al. 2005) and Punjabi (Baart 2003, Nara 2015), stress attracts tone and is the primary
cue to stressed syllables. On the other hand, we know much less about languages in which
tone is densely distributed, especially those in which each syllable has its own lexical stress.
In East Asia, the best studied case is Mandarin, a language in which most disyllables have a
trochaic structure and where unstressed syllables are segmentally reduced and bear a neutral
tone (Norman 1988, Chen 1993, Duanmu 2000). Another language where tone and vowel
contrasts are neutralized in unstressed syllables is Burmese (Gruber 2011). In the absence of
morphophonological alternations, one may wonder if unstressed syllables in these languages
still bear an underlying tone, but tonal reduction without full neutralization is also attested: in
Thai, unstressed syllables are shorter and have reduced vowels and tones, but tonal contrasts
are still maintained (Potisuk, Gandour & Harper 1994, 1996). What Mandarin, Burmese and
Thai have in common is that word stress is realized through a general reduction of unstressed
syllables that includes, but is not limited, to tonal reduction. This contrasts with other East
Asian tone languages, like Cantonese (Bauer & Benedict 1997) and other southern Chinese
languages (Norman 1988), that have complex tone systems, but no stress.
Vietnamese is interesting in this context because it has a complex tone system and has
often been described as having word stress, but does not exhibit a clear reduction of unstressed
syllables in lexical words.1 There is, however, considerable disagreement about the metrical
structure of Vietnamese: even native-speaking linguists have failed to reach a consensual
description of its stress system (see Section 1.4 for a discussion). The main goal of this paper
is therefore to look at Vietnamese in more detail in order to determine if there is any form
of word prominence in this language and, if there is any, to conceptually sort out the various
forms of prominence at play.

1.2 Vietnamese syllables and tones
There is considerable phonological and phonetic variation between Vietnamese dialects (see
Kirby 2011 for a comprehensive phonetic sketch of Hanoi Vietnamese, Brunelle 2015
for phonetic overviews of the northern and southern dialects). However, all dialects share
1

Function words can be reduced (Hoàng & Hoàng 1975), but this is an altogether different issue.
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Figure 1 The five tones of Southern Vietnamese in unchecked syllables (mean speaker z-normalized values obtained from all the
words pronounced by the 18 speakers recorded for this study).

relatively simple phonotactics: all syllables conform to a C(w)V(C) template and bear a
lexical tone. Furthermore, there are, to my knowledge, no mentions of dialectal differences
in the placement or realization of stress anywhere in the literature. The results presented here
are therefore valid for the southern dialect, but should in theory be generalizable to other
dialects. For the purpose of this paper, SOUTHERN VIETNAMESE will refer to the relatively
homogeneous varieties spoken in Hồ Chı́ Minh City and the Mekong Delta.2 There is minor
lexical and phonological variation even in that zone, but no salient differences in tone or
prosody have been reported. The transcriptions given below correspond to surface forms as
pronounced in standard Southern Vietnamese, as it would be spoken in formal contexts by
educated native speakers from Hồ Chı́ Minh City.
Two dialectal features related to tone are relevant to this paper. The first one is that
while northern and central varieties have glottalized tones (Nguyễn & Edmondson 1997,
Pha.m 2003, Michaud 2004), southern dialects make no use of voice quality in tonal contrasts
(Brunelle 2009). The second one is that unlike Northern Vietnamese, which has six tones,
southern dialects (and many central dialects) have merged the tones C1 (hỏi) and C2 (ngã)
and now have a five-tone inventory. This simpler tone system is the reason why this paper
focuses on Southern Vietnamese. In citation, the five tones of Southern Vietnamese have the
following shapes (Figure 1): tone A1 (ngang) is high-level, tone A2 (huyền) is falling, tone B1
(sắc) is rising, tone B2 (nặng) is low falling-rising and tone C (hỏi-ngã) is high falling-rising.
Two additional tones are only found in checked syllables (i.e. syllables closed by voiceless
stops) and will not be tested here: D1 (checked sắc) is a rising tone very similar to tone B1
(sắc), while D2 (checked nặng) is a falling tone very similar to tone A2 (huyền).

1.3 The Vietnamese lexicon
The native Vietnamese lexicon is largely composed of monosyllabic roots, but these roots are
often compounded into polysyllabic words. Monomorphemic polysyllabic words also exist,
2

In fact, one could argue that this homogeneous dialect zone extends all the way to Khánh Hòa province,
in south-central Vietnam.
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but are limited to loanwords and ideophones. Assessments of the prevalence of polysyllables
in the Vietnamese lexicon vary: Nguyễn (1997: 35) reports that 80% of the lexicon is
composed of disyllables, while Trần & Vallée (2009: 232) establish the respective proportions
of disyllables and trisyllables in a syllabified lexicon at 49% and 1%. The proportion of
polysyllables is certainly much lower in spontaneous speech (especially if one looks at
token rather than type frequency), but compounds and polysyllables are nonetheless common
and well-integrated into the lexicon and phonology. Since the morphosyntactic structure
of compounds has been claimed to affect stress, a typological overview of Vietnamese
polysyllables is given before addressing the issue of stress proper.
Native Vietnamese compounds can be grouped into two categories: coordinative and
subordinative. COORDINATIVE COMPOUNDS are made up of two roots belonging to the same
lexical category, out of which neither can be treated as a syntactic or semantic head. They
typically have a generalized meaning which adds up to more than the sum of their parts.
Thus, quần áo [wəŋA2 ʔaːwB1 ] <pants+shirt> means ‘clothes’. Although most coordinative
compounds have a default lexicalized order, this order can be reversed without affecting
their core meaning. For instance, áo quần, though much less common and more stylistically
marked than quần áo, is acceptable and has the same compositional meaning. SUBORDINATIVE
COMPOUNDS, on the other hand, are composed of a head and a modifier. As they are
rigidly left-headed, they are not reversible. An example is cá heo [kaB1 hɛwA1 ] <fish+pig>
‘dolphin’, in which the syntactic and semantic head cá ‘fish’ is modified by heo ‘pig’.
Previous researchers have pointed out that there is no clear dividing line between Vietnamese
compounds and phrases, be it from phonetic (Ingram & Nguyễn 2006, Nguyễn & Ingram
2007a) or morphosyntactic perspectives (Thomas 1962, Noyer 1998). Frequent compounds
seem equivalent to lexicalized phrases.
Reduplicates form a large proportion of the Vietnamese polysyllabic lexicon. One can
roughly distinguish three forms of reduplicates. REAL REDUPLICATES are formed by applying
a productive (or at least common) reduplication template to an existing root (Trương 1883,
Emeneau 1951, Thompson 1965). For instance, vui [vujA1 ] ‘happy’ can be reduplicated into
vui vẻ [vuiA1 vɛC ] ‘very happy’ and ma.nh [manB2 ] ‘strong’ into ma.nh mẽ [manB2 mɛC ]
‘very strong’ through a regular rhyme change and a predictable tone alternation.3 The few
available strategies for creating real reduplicates can result in forms where the base precedes
the reduplicant, like in the examples just given, or in forms where the reduplicant precedes
the base, as in mành ma.nh [manA2 manB2 ] ‘strong-ish’. There is also a large set of PSEUDOREDUPLICATES, which are reduplicated forms where the reduplicant is lexicalized and cannot
be derived from the base through an established morphophonological template. An example
is nhút nhát [ɲuk͡pD1 ɲaːkD1 ] ‘very timid’, which is clearly related to nhát ‘timid’, even if
there is no regular ua reduplication pattern in Vietnamese. To this, one can also add a class
of FALSE REDUPLICATES, that are actually a type of adjectival compounds, where an adjective
is followed by a verb, like vui thı́ch [vujÁ1 tʰ-itD1 ] <happy+to like> ‘very happy’.
There are three other types of polysyllabic words. The first type is IDEOPHONES, a large
class of words that are phonological similar to reduplicates, but do not share their semantic
properties (Brunelle & Lê 2013). Words like lung tung [luŋ͡mA1 tuŋ͡mA1 ] ‘disordered, without
a clear goal’, are composed of syllables that share phonological properties, but are not
derived through clear morphophonological processes and do not have a base (neither lung nor
tung mean anything in isolation). The second type, SINO-VIETNAMESE compounds, have
an ambiguous status as they are often not transparent to native speakers (Alves 2009).
This is because Sino-Vietnamese monosyllabic roots are often semantically opaque, just
like Latin or Greek roots in Western European languages and because Sino-Vietnamese
3

These tone alternations are termed a ‘tone sandhi’ in Nguyễn & Ingram (2007b). While they are the
only authors to extend of the term ‘sandhi’ to a set of tone changes that are strictly morphologically
conditioned, there is no disagreement on the specifics of the alternations at stake.
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subordinative compounds are right-headed, contrary to their systematically left-headed native
correspondents. For instance, a word like tuần lộc [tuːŋA2 lok͡pD2 ] <docile+deer> ‘elk,
reindeer’ is opaque because the meaning of its roots is unknown to native speakers (except
sinologists and zoologists), while a word like quốc ngữ [wɔkD1 ŋ-iC ] <country+language>
‘Vietnamese script’ is probably semantically transparent to all native speakers due the high
frequency of its roots, but is structurally marked as its headenedness does not follow the
morphosyntactic rules of native Vietnamese. The last type of polysyllabic word is composed
of a few hundred monomorphemic polysyllabic LOANWORDS, mostly borrowed from French
(ban công [baːŋA1 koŋ͡mA1 ] ‘balcony’ < Fr. balcon; sơ cua [səA1 kuəA1 ] ‘back-up suitor’
< Fr. roue de secours ‘safety wheel’) (Huỳnh 2008), but also from neighboring languages
(Sài Gòn [saːjA2 ɡɔŋA2 ] name of a city < Khmer prɛ̆j nokor4 ‘City of the forest’, Phan Rang
[faːŋA1 ɾaːŋA1 ] name of a town < Cham/Sanskrit Panduranga).
This paper focuses on disyllabic words because they are by far the most common
type of polysyllables. There is however no theoretical upper limit on the number of
syllables in a word. Native coordinative compounds can have more than two syllables (e.g.
anh chi. em [anA1 ciB2 ɛmA1 ] <older brother+older sister+younger sibling> ‘siblings’),
subordinative compounds/phrases are recursive (nhà máy điện [ɲaA2 maːjB1 ɗiːŋB2 ]
<house+machine+electricity> ‘power station’) and reduplicates can have up to four syllables
in some stylistic contexts (Ngô 1984).

1.4 Stress in Vietnamese
To my knowledge, Vietnamese stress has been described in four, largely incompatible, ways.
The first is that there is no word stress; as suggested by Emeneau (1951: 25), ‘[t]here are
no stress phenomena to be noted – every word in connected utterance . . . has the same
degree of energy as every other’.5 The second view is that there is morphosyntacticallydefined word stress. This position was first put forward coherently by Cao (2003 [1978])
in a paper in which he made a set of observations about duration and tone reduction in
Vietnamese (apparently following observations made in Thompson 1965). Cao did not fully
distinguish sentential prominence and word stress, and described processes that seem to
go beyond stress, such as phonological reduction of function words and the lexicalization
of high-frequency phrases into compounds. However, he did make explicit claims about
headeness and stress in coordinative and subordinative compounds, and these were later
expanded and formalized by Ngô (1984: 101). According to Ngô, all lexical words are
stressed, but (i) coordinative compounds only have heads and therefore receive stress on
each of their syllables, (ii) subordinative compounds receive stress on their non-head, which
means that native subordinative compounds should be right-headed while Sino-Vietnamese
compounds should be left-headed, (iii) reduplicates receive stress on their base, and (iv) nonSino-Vietnamese loanwords are stressed on their initial syllable. Ngô’s extension of Cao’s
proposal to Sino-Vietnamese and non-Sino-Vietnamese loanwords is a radical move, but
the general idea that stress is related to headedness remains influential among Vietnamese
linguists.
The third position is that Vietnamese stress is always word-final. This is the position
adopted by Nguyễn & Ingram, in a series of papers that constitute the only experimental
evidence about Vietnamese stress (Nguyễn 2010, Nguyễn & Ingram 2007a, b). In a study
of disyllabic head-final reduplicates, Nguyễn & Ingram (2007b) found that first syllables
are shorter and have more centralized vowels and more reduced f0 contours than second
4

An anonymous reviewer questions this etymology, which is indeed problematic as it involves irregular
sound change. In any case, what is relevant here is that Sài Gòn is a polysyllabic word whose syllables
cannot be decomposed into semantically transparent morphemes.
5
Emeneau (1951) was working on the dialect of Hà Tı̃nh. Stresslessness could in theory be limited to this
specific dialect.
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syllables, but that their intensity tends to be stronger; spectral tilt differences independent
of tone were not found. Nguyễn & Ingram obtained similar results in a related study of
disyllabic coordinative compounds: their second syllable is prominent in terms of F1 and
duration, but their first syllable has a stronger intensity unaccompanied by any spectral tilt
difference (Nguyễn & Ingram 2007a, Figure 5).6 Based on these results, they proposed that
Vietnamese disyllables bear second-syllable stress and conservatively concluded that ‘there
was clear acoustic evidence that Vietnamese disyllabic word forms are not symmetrical in
terms of accentual prominence, but “right-headed” or biased in weight toward the second
element’ (Nguyễn & Ingram 2007a: 1757). However, as they acknowledge, the fact that
their target words are always phrase-final makes it difficult to determine if second syllable
prominence is really due to accentual prominence or if it is a consequence of phrase-final
lengthening. In a more recent study, Nguyễn adopted a more formal analysis and proposed,
based on an investigation of nonce place names of up to six syllables (e.g. La-na, La-na-ma,
La-na-ma-ra, La-na-ma-ra-ga, La-na-ma-ra-ga-nha), that ‘polysyllabic words in Vietnamese
tend to be parsed into bi-syllabic iambic feet with a rightward or retrograde [i.e. alternating]
rhythmic pattern’ (Nguyễn 2010: 25). Unfortunately, results suggest that the task may have
been too awkward to yield natural speech: quadrisyllabic nonce words, which match the
longest attested monomorphemic words of Vietnamese (pê ni xi lin [peA1 niA1 siA1 linA1 ]
‘penicillin’, phô tô cóp pi [foA1 toA1 kɔpD1 piA1 ] ‘photocopy’), have an abnormally long
average duration of about 1200 ms, while hexasyllabic nonce words reach an alarming 2000
ms. Nguyễn’s (2010) claim about the alternating nature of Vietnamese stress thus seems bold,
but Nguyễn & Ingram’s (2006, 2007a, b) more general proposal that stress is word-final or
iambic must be considered seriously, especially since it was made independently by other
researchers (Trần 1967, Pha.m 2008).
The fourth position is that stress is a phrasal phenomenon. This view was adopted,
explicitly or not, by several authors who noticed significant phrase-final lengthening in
Vietnamese (Thomas 1962; Thompson 1963, 1965; Hoàng & Hoàng 1975; Cao 2003 [1978]).
Some of its proponents deem that this final lengthening is accompanied by recursive iambic
phrasal stress (Thomas 1962) or additional morphosyntactic stress (Thompson 1963, 1965;
Cao 2003 [1978]). A recent version of this proposal has been put forward by Schiering, Bickel
& Hildebrandt (2010), based on Thompson’s (1965) examples and on a loose reinterpretation
of Nguyễn & Ingram’s (2006) conclusions. Schiering et al.’s (2010) claim is that Vietnamese
has neither prosodic word nor word stress, but rather very short phrases (of an undefined
nature) with final stress.
In order to determine which of these accounts is the most appropriate, an experimental
investigation of Vietnamese stress was conducted. It was designed to determine if there is any
form of prominence in Vietnamese disyllables and to assess if such prominence is caused by
phrase-final effects or by word stress. Various types of compounds were recorded to see if
their morphosyntactic structure affects prominence.

2 The study
Two rounds of recording sessions were conducted with native Southern Vietnamese speakers.
In the first one, a word list designed to determine if the second-syllable prominence found
in previous research was due to word stress or phrase-final lengthening was recorded. In
order to assess the possible effect of morphosyntactic structure on stress, the word list
6

Note that the apparent difference in f0 in Figure 5 of Nguyễn & Ingram (2007a) is not necessarily
meaningful as tone is not controlled for in their word list and not included as a random factor in their
statistical analysis.
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included several lexical categories, following the typological sketch in Section 1.3 and
the predictions reported in Section 1.4 above. The second round was based on two word
lists meant to further investigate the role of morphosyntactic structure and to determine
if disyllables under focus have any special prominence, and if one of their syllables
becomes more prominent than the other, which could be interpreted as indirect evidence for
stress.

2.1 Method
2.1.1 Materials
Three word lists containing Vietnamese disyllabic words framed in variable sentences were
constructed in collaboration with a linguist in Hồ Chı́ Minh City. They were then doublechecked with two graduate students in linguistics and two naı̈ve speakers (see Appendix A).
All collaborators were native speakers of Southern Vietnamese (one was bidialectal and also
spoke Northern Vietnamese). The primary aim of the word lists was to present target words
in a context where they were not easily identifiable to prevent participants from focalizing
or rephrasing them. Special effort was also put into keeping sentences semantically and
syntactically as natural as possible to favor a reading style close to spontaneous speech. The
target words and frame sentences were not necessarily frequent or preferred in colloquial
speech, but they were well-formed and participants were able to read them without hesitating
or stumbling. An underlying assumption of this type of data is that a fluent reading style
should not exhibit marked differences with spontaneous speech in terms of word stress
placement.
The FIRST WORD LIST consisted of disyllabic words chosen to test the stress patterns of
words with different morphosyntactic structures (Sections 1.3–1.4) and the role of phrasal
position. Five disyllabic words were chosen for each morphosyntactic category. Examples of
each of these categories are given in Table 1.
In order to keep tonally-conditioned f0 variation relatively constant, all native
subordinative compounds and loanwords (1b and 1c in Table 1) were composed of syllables
with identical tones, and each subgroup contained one token of each of the five Southern
Vietnamese tones. As it was not possible to find lexicalized coordinative compounds (1a and
1aʹ in Table 1) with perfectly controlled tone combinations, a decision was made to choose a
set of five frequent and easily reversible words. Reduplicates (2a, 2b and 2c in Table 1) were
derived from five base adjectives with each of the five tones. In order to keep the word list
reasonably short, reduplicates were only tested in phrase-medial position.
A second round of recordings was organized to control more systematically for different
patterns of headedness in loanwords (category 1c, loanwords, was broken down into SinoVietnamese and non-Sino-Vietnamese loanwords) and to determine if any type of prominence
arose under focus. To that effect, a SECOND WORD LIST was put together (Table 2). Again, each
word type included words with each of the five Southern Vietnamese tones (their two syllables
bore the same tone), except for the four monomorphemic disyllabic non-Sino-Vietnamese
loanwords, which only bore the high-level tone A1 (ngang) and the low-falling tone A2
(huyền) (other tones are rare in such loanwords). The second word list was composed of
naturalistic frame sentences similar to those used for the words in Table 1, but target words
were only inserted in phrase-medial position.
A THIRD WORD LIST was built to determine if corrective focus is realized on a particular
syllable in phrase-medial disyllables. It comprised two target words for each of the eight
categories in Tables 1 and 2, except category 2c (false reduplicants). When available, words
bearing the level tone A1 (ngang), and the rising tone B1 (sắc) were selected. Otherwise,
words with A2 (huyền) were chosen. In the third word list, target frame sentences were
interspersed with contextual prompts designed to elicit natural corrective focus. An example
is given in (1).
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Table 1 Types of disyllables included in the first word list.
Type

Example

Frame sentence

´ có nhiều bàn ghế.
Final: Nhà ba má Tuân
A2
A1
B1
[ɲa ɓa ma tuːŋB1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 ɓaːŋA2 ɡeB1 ]
‘Tuâ´n’s parents’ house has a lot of furniture.’
- p.
´ có nhi`êu bàn ghê´ de
Medial: Nhà ba má Tuân
.
[ɲaA2 ɓaA1 maB1 tuːŋB1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 ɓaːŋA2 ɡeB1 ɗɛpD2 ]
‘Tuâ´n’s parents’ house has a lot of beautiful furniture.’
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -´ có nhiều ghê´ bàn.
1aʹ.
Final: Nhà ba má Tuân
Ghê´ bàn
[ɲaA2 ɓaA1 maB1 tuːŋB1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 ɡeB1 ɓaːŋA2 ]
Reversed native
[ɡeB1 ɓaːŋA2 ]
[table+chair] ‘furniture’ ‘Tuâ´n’s parents’ house has a lot of furniture.’
coordinative
- p.
compounds (rare)
´ có nhiều ghê´ bàn de
Medial: Nhà ba má Tuân
.
A2
A1
B1
B1
B1
A2
B1
n=5
[ɲa ɓa ma tuːŋ kɔ ɲiːw ɡe ɓaːŋA2 ɗɛpD2 ]
‘Tuâ´n’s parents’ house has a lot of beautiful furniture.’
̉ di
- vòng quanh thê´ gió’i băng
`
` thuyền buôm.
`
1b.
Final: Ông
Thuyền buôm
A2
A1
A1
A2
A1
B1
B1
A2
[oŋ͡m ɗi vɔŋ͡m quan tʰe jəːj ɓaŋ tʰɥiːŋA2
Native
[tʰɥiːŋ
ɓuːmA2 ]
ɓuːmA2 ]
subordinative
[boat+sail]
‘He went around the world on a sailboat.’
compounds
‘sailboat’
n=5
̉ di
- vòng quanh thê´ gió’i băng
` cô.̉
` thuyền buôm
Medial: Ông
A1
A1
[oŋ͡m ɗi vɔŋ͡mA2 quanA1 tʰeB1 jəːjB1 ɓaŋA2 tʰɥiːŋA2
ɓuːmA2 koC ]
‘He went around the world on an old sailboat.’
´ có nhiều phu. kien.
1c.
Final: Hien
Phu. kien
.̂
.̂ nay xe máy Hàn Quôc
.̂
[hiːŋB2 naːjA1 xɛA1 maːjB1 haːŋA2 wokD1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 fuB2
Sino-Vietnamese
[fuB2 kiːŋB2 ]
kiːŋB2 ]
[secondary+
and other
component] ‘accessory’ ‘Nowadays, Korean motorbikes have lots of accessories.’
loanwords
(opaque morph.
´
´ có nhiều phu. kien
Medial: Hien
.̂ tôt.
.̂ nay xe máy Hàn Quôc
structure or no
[hiːŋB2 naːjA1 xɛA1 maːjB1 haːŋA2 wokD1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 fuB2
internal structure)
kiːŋB2 tok͡pD1 ]
n=5
‘Nowadays, Korean motorbikes have lots of good accessories.’
- lac hau rôi.
2a.
Medial: Nhuộm tóc dã
Mó’i me ̉
.
.̂ ` Bây giò’ có một phong trào
B1
C
̉
mó’i me ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
Head-initial
[məːj mɛ ]
[ɲuːmB2 tɔk͡pD1 ɗaC laːkD2 hɔwB2 ɾojA2 . ɓiA1 jəA2 kɔB1
[new+RED]
reduplicate
mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjB1 mɛC həːŋA1 laA2 samA1 ŋɨːjA2 ]
‘very new’
n=5
‘Dyeing one’s hair is out already. Now, an even newer trend is tattooing.’
- lac hau rôi.
2b.
Medial: Nhuộm tóc dã
Mo’i mó’i
.
.̂ ` Bây giò’ có một phong trào
mo’i mó’i ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
Head-final
[məːjA1 məːjB1 ]
[ɲuːmB2 tɔk͡pD1 ɗaC laːkD2 hɔwB2 ɾojA2 . ɓiA1 jəA2 kɔB1
[RED+new]
reduplicate
mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjA1 məːjB1 həːŋA1 laA2 samA1
‘newish’
n=5
ŋɨːjA2 ]
‘Dyeing one’s hair is out already. Now, a kind of newer trend is tattooing.’
- lac hau rôi.
2c.
Medial: Nhuộm tóc dã
Mó’i la.
.
.̂ ` Bây giò’ có một phong trào
B1
B2
mó’i la. ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
False reduplicate
[məːj la ]
[new+bizarre] ‘unusual, [ɲuːmB2 tɔk͡pD1 ɗaC laːkD2 hɔwB2 ɾojA2 . ɓiA1 jəA2 kɔB1
(type of 1b
mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjB1 laB2 həːŋA1 laA2 samA1 ŋɨːjA2 ]
out of the ordinary’
compound)
‘Dyeing one’s hair is out already. Now, a more out-of-the-ordinary trend is tattooing.’
n=5
1a.
Native coordinative
compounds
(common)
n=5

Bàn ghê´
[ɓaːŋA2 ɡeB1 ]
[chair+table] ‘furniture’
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Table 2 Types of disyllables included in the second word list.

(1)

Type

Example

1ci.
Coordinative SinoVietnamese
compounds
n=5
1cii.
Subordinative SinoVietnamese
compounds
n=5
1ciii.
Monomorphemic
disyllabic loanwords
(non-SinoVietnamese)
n=4

Hòa bı̀nh
[hwaA2 ɓɨnA2 ]
[peace+quiet]
‘peace’

̉
Mỹ phâm
C
[mi fəmC ]
[beauty+product]
‘cosmetics’
Ban công
[ɓaːŋA1
koŋ͡mA1 ]
< Fr. balcon
‘balcony’

Frame sentence
´ khó lap
Medial: O’̉ I-rắc, rât
.̂ la.i hoà bı̀nh that.
.̂
C
A1
D1
[ʔə ʔi ɾak ɾəkD1 xɔB1 ləpD2 laːjB2 hwaA2
ɓɨnA2 tʰəkD2 ]
‘In Irak, it’s difficult to re-establish a real peace.’
´ thı́ch mua mỹ
Medial: Hien
.̂ nay, phu. nũ’ Nhat
.̂ rât
̉
phâm Pháp.
[hiːŋB2 naːjA1 fuB2 nɨC ɲəkD2 ɾəkD1 tʰɨtD1
muəA1 miC fəmC faːpD1 ]
‘Nowadays, Japanese women like to buy French cosmetics.’
- phòng nào cũng có ban
Medial: O’̉ khách sa.n dó,
công rộng.
[ʔəC xatD1 saːŋB2 ɗɔB1 fɔŋ͡mA2 naːwA2 kuŋ͡mC
kɔB1 ɓaːŋA1 koŋ͡mA1 ɾoŋ͡mB2 ]
‘It that hotel, every room has a big balcony.’

Context
Nhà
ba
má
Tuấn
có
nhiều
tủ
sách
[ɲaA2
ɓaA1 maB1 tuːŋB1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 tuC satB1
‘Tuấn’s parents’ house has a lot of beautiful bookshelves.’
Target
Không
phải! Ho.
có
nhiều
bàn
[xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC hɔB2 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 ɓaːŋA2
‘No! They have a lot of beautiful FURNITURE.’

ghế
ɡeB1

đe.p.
ɗɛpD2 ]

đe.p.
ɗɛpD2 ]

Note that, because of the structure of the Vietnamese lexicon, it was impossible to build a
word list in which consonants and vowels were perfectly controlled. Segmental effects were
therefore dealt with statistically (see description of random effects in Section 2.1.5 below),
but a brief analysis of vowel formants is given in Section 2.2.5.

2.1.2 Participants
All participants were native speakers of Southern Vietnamese born and raised in Hồ Chı́ Minh
City or the Mekong Delta. They were all aged between 18 and 26 years at the time of the
recordings and were students in fields other than linguistics. In the first round of recordings,
eight participants (four female, four male) recorded the first word list. In the second round of
recordings, 10 different speakers (five male, five female) recorded the second and third word
lists.

2.1.3 Procedure
All recordings were made in a soundproof booth in Hồ Chı́ Minh City. Sessions were
recorded as uncompressed 44.1 kHz wav files with a Neumann TLM-102 condenser
microphone. In the two recording sessions, word lists were read five times by each
participant.
In order to maximize speech naturalness, participants were given a copy of the relevant
randomized word list 10 minutes before recording sessions and were asked to read it
once. As a result, recordings were produced fast enough not to sound hyperarticulated,
but some sentences were read inaccurately (the most common error being that rare reversed
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coordinative compounds were sometimes reversed to their more frequent counterparts; e.g.
cỏ cây ‘vegetation’ was read as cây cỏ). Tokens affected by serious reading disfluencies were
discarded.
In the first round of recordings, participants only read the first word list. In the second
round of recording, participants first read the second word list and then the third one. To ensure
that participants produced the intended corrective focus in the third word list, an experimenter
(a female native speaker of Southern Vietnamese) read a contextualization prompt before the
participants produced each sentence (see (1) above and Appendix A).

2.1.4 Acoustic measures
Acoustic properties known to play a role in stress were measured in each of the two syllables
of the targets words (using Praat 5.3.61). These properties, which mirrored those measured
by Nguyễn & Ingram (2007b), were syllable duration, mean rhyme intensity, mean rhyme f0
(mean of five equidistant sampling points in the rhyme), and the first and second formants at
the midpoint of the vowel nucleus.
Spectral tilt is reported in Nguyễn & Ingram (2007b), but was excluded in this study
because proper experimental controls for these cues would have required unreasonably long
word lists. In any case, as vowel quality and tone, two factors known to have an important
effect on spectral tilt, were not controlled for in Nguyễn & Ingram’s study, comparison of the
results would not have been possible.
If there is stress in Vietnamese, significant asymmetries in duration, intensity and vowel
formants (and possibly a marginally higher f0) should be expected, following the crosslinguistic tendencies described in Section 1.1. Based on previous work on stress in East Asian
tone languages, a wider f0 range could also be expected in stressed syllables.

2.1.5 Statistical analysis
The data was analyzed using linear mixed models implemented in SPSS Statistics 23. The
dependent variables were the acoustic measures just discussed (syllable duration, mean rhyme
intensity, mean rhyme f0, F1 and F2 at the midpoint of vowel nuclei, and f0 range). The fixed
effects included in at least one of the models presented in the results section, along with their
levels, were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tone: A1 (ngang), A2 (huyền), B1 (sắc), B2 (nặng), C (hỏi-ngã) and D1 (checked sắc)
Word type: As listed in Tables 1 and 2 above
Position: Phrase-medial vs. phrase-final
Syllable position (Syll#): First or second syllable of the word
Information structure (IS): Focused or unfocused
All relevant interactions

The structure of fixed effects for specific models depended on the subset of the data included
in a given analysis. More detail is provided for each model in the results section (Section
2.2). The random effects included in the models were always speaker and item (i.e. syllables).
Following the recommendations of Barr et al. (2013), the random effect structure of the
models was kept maximal: besides random intercepts for speaker and item, uncorrelated
random slopes were included for each fixed effect included in a model, but not for interactions
(slopes were uncorrelated because there was no a priori linguistic interpretation of eventual
correlations; random slopes of interactions were excluded because models including them
could not converge). As item is normally found in a single Word type and, in most models, in
a single Syllable position, random slopes for combinations of these fixed and random factors
(Wordtype|item, Syll#|item) were excluded.
Maximal models were simplified by dropping fixed effects if doing so yielded a
significantly lower Akaike information criterion (AIC) score. Interactions were dropped before
main effects, and main effects were not dropped if they contributed to a significant interaction.
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As discussed in Section 2.2 below, most of the effects tested in the statistical models
turned out not to be significant. To ensure that these null results were not due to an inadequate
experimental design, post-hoc power analyses were conducted to determine if the experimental
samples and statistical models used in this study were able to detect effects of a magnitude
typically found in stress systems (Gelman & Hill 2007, Kirby & Sonderegger 2016). Scripts
were adapted from Snow (2009) to simulate datasets closely mirroring the data recorded
in the first word list, and these simulated data were analyzed with models following the
same structure as the six maximal models presented in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.7 The random
variance and errors included in the simulation were obtained from the real models. A thousand
simulations were conducted for each of the six models, with datasets assuming fixed iambic
stress and morphosyntactically-conditioned stress. With an intercept of 215 ms and a final
lengthening of 150 ms, duration models were able to detect a 10 ms duration effect at p <
.05 more than 99% of the time. Similarly, with an intercept of 66 dB, mean intensity models
were able to detect a 1dB effect at p < .05 more than 99% of the time. Finally, assuming an
intercept of 200 Hz, mean rhyme f0 models were able to detect a 5 Hz effect at p < .05 more
than 99% of the time. The simulations further suggested that models were robust even when
dealing with noisy data: when the random variance and errors inferred from the actual data
were doubled, power was still above 0.8 for all models. As the magnitude of the effects tested
in the simulations was significantly smaller than that attested in stress systems (recall Section
1.1 above), one can be confident that the null results reported below are not due to insufficient
statistical power.

2.2 Results
2.2.1 Acoustic prominence in compounds
As Native Coordinative Compounds and Native Coordinative Reversed Compounds (1a and
1a’ in Table 1) were composed of the same syllables in opposite order, they offered a naturally
controlled environment to look at the effect of factors like the position of a disyllable in the
sentence (medial vs. final) and the order of a syllable in a disyllable (first or second). Mixed
models were fitted on all tokens of these two types of compounds to look for asymmetries
between their syllables (dependent variables: syllable duration, mean rhyme intensity, mean
rhyme f0, F1, F2; fixed effects before model simplification: Syllable position, Position, Word
type and all interactions).
Since only three fixed effects were significant in the five models, they are not given here
but are instead reported in Appendix B (Tables A1–A5). The first significant effect is that the
duration of phrase-final syllables (Syll#2∗ PositionFinal) was longer than that of other syllables
(+41%), as shown in the top panel of Figure 2. Phrase-final syllables also had a significantly
lower mean rhyme intensity (Syll#2∗ PositionFinal), but this effect was small (–0.47 dB) and is
difficult to disentangle from syllable-specific effects in the mid panel of Figure 2. Finally, F1
was raised (+66 Hz) in phrase-penultimate syllables (PositionFinal), but this last effect is again
blurred by syllable-specific effects (Syll#2∗ PositionFinal) in the bottom panel of Figure 2 (and
is further discussed in Section 2.2.5). No significant effects were found for F2 and mean rhyme
f0, and the order of syllables and type of coordinative compounds were never significant as
main effects. As no differences between Native Coordinative compounds or their reversed
counterparts were uncovered, they are merged as a single group in the rest of this section.
In order to determine if these results extend to other types of disyllabic words, mixed
models were fitted on all non-reduplicate words recorded in the first word list. Models were
fitted for syllable duration (Table 3), mean rhyme intensity (Table 4) and mean rhyme f0
(Table 5).8 In the maximal models, the fixed factors were the position of the syllable in the
7
8

R scripts available upon request.
SPSS uses the Satterthwaite estimation to calculate degrees of freedom.
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Figure 2 Speaker z-normalized duration, mean rhyme intensity and F1 at the midpoint of nuclei for native coordinative and reversed
coordinative compounds, in sentence-medial and sentence-final positions and in the first and second position of disyllables.
The four compounds are tı̀m kiê´m [timA2 kiːmB1 ] [to search+to find]  kiê´m tı̀m ‘to look for’, quâ` n áo [wəŋA2
aːwB1 ] [pants+shirt]  áo quâ` n ‘clothes’, cây co ̉ [kɛjA1 kɔC ] [tree+grass]  co ̉ cây ‘vegetation’ and dói
B1
A2
A2
B1
´
nghèo [ɗɔj ŋɛw ] [hungry+poor]  nghèo dói ‘to live in hardship’. (A fifth pair, bàn ghê [ɓaːŋ ɡe ]
[table+chair]  ghê´ bàn ‘furniture’, had to be excluded: ghê´ bàn was not recorded due to an error in the word list.)

word (Syllable position), the position of the word in the sentence (Position), the type of word
(Word type), and relevant interactions (Syllable position∗ Position, Syllable position∗ Word
type). Three types of words (Word type) were included in these models: Native Coordinative
Compounds, Native Subordinative Compounds and Loanwords (respectively 1a/1aʹ, 1b and
1c in Table 1).
By and large, these models confirmed what was found in Native Coordinative Compounds.
The best model for syllable duration only included the main effects Syllable position, Position
and their interaction (Table 3). The only significant effect in this model was an important
lengthening (+70%) of the second syllable of disyllabic compounds in phrase-final position
(Syll#2∗ PositionFinal). Otherwise, there was no evidence that either of the two syllables was
more prominent than the other. The best models for mean rhyme intensity (Table 4) and mean
rhyme f0 (Table 5) had a more complex structure, but no significant fixed factors.
To summarize, results obtained from compounds and loanwords were limited to phrasefinal effects. A strong phrase-final lengthening was found in all word types investigated so
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Table 3 Estimates of fixed effects on syllable duration in non-reduplicates (r2 = 0.89). Reference category:
First syllable of phrase-medial native coordinative compounds. Bold marks significant fixed effects.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal

Estimate
(s)

SE

df

t

p

0.215
0.004
0.003
0.150

0.010
0.006
0.006
0.003

14.888
22.557
13.728
1138.113

20.100
0.695
0.556
53.971

<.001
.494
.587
<.001

Table 4 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme intensity in non-reduplicates (r2 = 0.91).
Reference category: First syllable of phrase-medial native coordinative compounds.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
PositionFinal
WordtypeLoan
WordtypeNSub
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ WordtypeLoan
Syll#2∗ WordtypeNSub

Estimate
(dB)

SE

df

t

p

66.297
0.113
0.259
0.023
0.284
0.148
1.411
0.054

1.093
0.573
0.208
1.434
1.432
0.186
1.740
1.737

27.298
10.219
26.606
28.160
27.989
347.438
31.922
31.653

60.657
0.198
1.247
0.016
0.198
0.800
0.811
0.031

<.001
.847
.223
.987
.844
.425
.423
.975

Table 5 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme f0 in non-reduplicates (r2 = 0.90).
Reference category: First syllable of phrase-medial native coordinative compounds.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
PositionFinal
WordtypeLoan
WordtypeNSub
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ WordtypeLoan
Syll#2∗ WordtypeNSub

Estimate
(f0)

SE

df

t

p

198.284
0.632
0.507
10.143
1.600
1.894
4.481
4.983

21.143
4.598
1.566
12.218
12.206
1.533
14.594
14.572

8.888
11.757
19.666
26.667
26.561
193.573
29.906
29.732

9.378
0.137
0.324
0.830
0.131
1.236
0.307
0.342

<.001
.893
.749
.414
.897
.218
.761
.735

far, accompanied by a weak phrase-final drop in mean rhyme intensity in native coordinative
compounds, but not in native subordinative compounds and loanwords. A possible phrasepenultimate increase in F1 was also uncovered in native coordinative compounds and is
investigated more systematically in Section 2.2.5. No effect in mean rhyme f0 or F2 was
detected. Importantly, there was no evidence of a phonetic asymmetry attributable to word
stress. Furthermore, inspection of random effects revealed no important difference between
speakers; for example, in the models presented in Tables 3, 4 and 5, the variance estimates
of the random slope Syllable by speaker, which is arguably the most important for detecting
word stress, are marginal (0.00005 s, 0.01 dB and 13.16 Hz, respectively).

2.2.2 Acoustic prominence in reduplicates
The behavior of reduplicates was explored to determine if they showed evidence for
stress, and if the results obtained in Nguyễn & Ingram (2006, 2007b) could be replicated.
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Table 6 Estimates of fixed effects on syllable duration in phrase-medial words (r2 = 0.64).
Reference category: First syllable of disyllabic non-reduplicates.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
WordtypeHIRed
WordtypeFalseRed
WordtypeHFRed

Estimate
(s)

SE

df

t

p

0.214
0.001
0.006
0.002
0.007

0.012
0.005
0.007
0.008
0.007

10.285
23.441
67.005
70.613
71.370

17.859
0.168
0.822
0.237
0.979

<.001
.868
.414
.814
.331

Table 7 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme intensity in phrase-medial words (r2 = 0.68).
Reference category: First syllable of disyllabic non-reduplicates.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
WordtypeHIRed
WordtypeFalseRed
WordtypeHFRed
Syll#2∗ WordtypeHIRed
Syll#2∗ WordtypeFalseRed
Syll#2∗ WordtypeHFRed

Estimate
(dB)

SE

df

t

p

65.966
0.240
1.111
1.311
1.824
1.342
1.550
0.121

0.864
0.528
1.000
1.008
0.990
1.381
1.397
0.923

18.417
19.565
60.857
62.853
57.031
57.713
60.322
15.806

76.381
0.456
1.111
1.300
1.842
0.972
1.110
0.131

<.001
.653
.271
.198
.071
.335
.272
.898

Table 8 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme f0 in phrase-medial words in (r2 = 0.90).
Reference category: First syllable of disyllabic non-reduplicates.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
WordtypeHIRed
WordtypeFalseRed
WordtypeHFRed
Syll#2∗ WordtypeHIRed
Syll#2∗ WordtypeFalseRed
Syll#2∗ WordtypeHFRed

Estimate
(f0)

SE

df

t

p

193.990
1.678
4.239
6.036
6.846
2.713
17.025
0.147

20.337
4.772
8.853
8.929
8.741
12.079
12.233
7.702

7.908
22.387
63.471
65.724
58.454
57.554
60.384
15.760

9.538
0.352
0.479
0.676
0.783
0.225
1.392
0.019

<.001
.728
.634
.501
.437
.823
.169
.985

This was done by fitting mixed models on all phrase-medial words included in the
first word list. The compounds and loanwords analyzed in the previous section (Section
2.2.1), which were not statistically different, were pooled into a single category, NonReduplicates, and compared with three types of reduplicates (Word type): Head-Initial
Reduplicates, Head-Final Reduplicates and (head-initial) False Reduplicates (2a, 2b and 2c in
Table 1).
Models were fitted for syllable duration (Table 6), mean rhyme intensity (Table 7)
and mean rhyme f0 (Table 8). In maximal models, the fixed factors were the order of
the syllable in the word (Syllable position), the type of word (Word type) and their
interaction.
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The best duration model included the two fixed effects, but not their interaction (Table 6).
The lack of significance of the two fixed effects suggests that as for other word types (Section
2.2.1), there may be no durational prominence in reduplicates.
The best models for mean rhyme intensity (Table 7) and mean rhyme f0 (Table 8) were
more complex, but still yielded no statistically significant results. Altogether, this suggests
that there is no salient syllable in Southern Vietnamese reduplicates.

2.2.3 Focus
No evidence for word stress was uncovered in Southern Vietnamese native compounds,
loanwords and reduplicates. However, there is a possibility that one of the two syllables of
disyllables may only reveal its prominence in special conditions, by acting, for instance, as
an anchor for focus. The data in the second and third word lists were therefore analyzed to
see if there is any asymmetry between syllables when words are recorded under corrective
focus. As already explained in Section 2.1.1, the coarse loanword category tested in Sections
2.2.1 and 2.2.2 (1c in Table 1 above) was broken down into three subgroups to further test
the hypothesis that stress may be morphosyntactically conditioned; these subgroups were
coordinative Sino-Vietnamese compounds, subordinative Sino-Vietnamese compounds and
non-Sino-Vietnamese disyllabic loanwords (see Table 2 above). Mixed models were fitted for
the syllable duration, mean rhyme intensity and mean rhyme f0 of all the words of the second
word list and their focused counterparts in the third word list. The fixed factors included
in maximal models were Syllable position, Information structure, Word type and all their
interactions.
The best model for syllable duration is given in Table 9. The only significant fixed factor
in this model was Information structure, indicating that both syllables of words under focus
were longer than corresponding syllables in non-focal condition. The amount of lengthening
in focused syllables was limited (10 ms), but inspection of random effects revealed it to be
consistent in all speakers; the variance estimate for the random effect of Information structure
by speaker was 0.00003 s.
The best model for mean rhyme intensity (Table 10) kept its maximal structure, but had
no significant fixed effect. There was no evidence of intensity being used to mark focus by any
of the speakers, as shown by the small variance estimate for the random effect of Information
structure by speaker (0.23 dB).
The best model for mean rhyme f0 (Table 11) had two significant fixed effects. First,
Sino-Vietnamese subordinative compounds had a lower mean rhyme f0 than other loanwords
(WordtypeSSub); Sino-Vietnamese coordinative compounds also approached significance.
Second, the same Sino-Vietnamese subordinative compounds had a boosted mean rhyme
f0 under focus (ISFocus∗ WordtypeSSub). There is no reason why a specific category of
loanwords would have an overall lower mean f0, or a special behavior under focus: in fact, a
close look at the data suggests that these results were an artefact of the experimental design and
were caused by unexpected discrepancies in focus realization strategies across speakers and
tones.
To understand this, it must first be pointed out that three speakers out of 10 did not use
f0 for focus marking, but relied exclusively on lengthening, as shown in Figure 3 below (the
large variance estimate for the random effect of Information structure by speaker, 83.59 Hz,
confirmed this interspeaker variation). However, what is crucial here is that the seven speakers
who did mark corrective focus with an f0 boost did not apply this strategy equally to all tones.
As is again shown in Figure 3, while they boosted f0 in the rising tone B1 (sắc), and to some
extent, in the high-level tone A1 (ngang), they did not raise the f0 of the falling tone A2
(huyền).
This pattern provides an explanation for the two significant effects found in the model
in Table 11: they were caused by differences in the distribution of the tones in the word list.
Three out of the four non-Sino-Vietnamese loanwords bore the high-level tone A1 (ngang)
(mirroring its natural prevalence in these loanwords), while Sino-Vietnamese compounds
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Table 9 Estimates of fixed effects on syllable duration (r2 = 0.69). Reference category: First syllable
of unfocused disyllabic loanwords. Bold marks significant factors significant fixed effects.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
ISFocus
WordtypeSCoord
WordtypeSSub

Estimate
(s)

SE

df

t

p

0.201
0.001
0.010
0.020
0.013

0.015
0.011
0.003
0.011
0.010

32.580
32.481
14.130
34.974
29.373

13.029
0.098
3.129
1.813
1.255

<.001
.922
.007
.078
.219

Table 10 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme intensity (r2 = 0.80). Reference category: First syllable
of unfocused disyllabic loanwords.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
ISFocus
WordtypeSCoord
WordtypeSSub
Syll#2∗ ISFocus
Syll#2∗ SCoord
Syll#2∗ SSub
ISFocus∗ WordtypeSCoord
ISFocus∗ WordtypeSSub
Syll#2∗ ISFocus∗ WordtypeSCoord
Syll#2∗ ISFocus∗ WordtypeSSub

Estimate
(dB)

SE

df

t

p

61.807
2.239
0.374
1.716
1.580
0.345
2.791
3.152
0.956
1.188
1.863
1.844

1.465
1.116
0.756
1.127
1.113
0.963
1.661
1.679
1.019
0.960
1.404
1.550

22.166
25.005
6.652
26.014
25.076
6.371
22.586
23.392
5.831
6.423
6.056
5.712

42.175
2.007
0.495
1.523
1.419
0.358
1.680
1.878
0.938
1.237
1.326
1.190

<.001
.056
.637
.140
.168
.732
.107
.073
.385
.259
.233
.281

Table 11 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme f0 (r2 = 0.93). Reference category: First syllable of
unfocused disyllabic loanwords. Bold marks significant fixed effects.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
ISFocus
WordtypeSCoord
WordtypeSSub
Syll#2∗ ISFocus
Syll#2∗ SCoord
Syll#2∗ SSub
ISFocus∗ WordtypeSCoord
ISFocus∗ WordtypeSSub
Syll#2∗ ISFocus∗ WordtypeSCoord
Syll#2∗ ISFocus∗ WordtypeSSub

Estimate
(f0)

SE

df

t

p

206.114
8.872
4.618
26.449
–27.537
8.523
18.607
15.389
8.924
13.983
2.892
11.023

22.288
12.881
5.099
12.998
12.902
4.270
19.451
19.578
4.327
4.287
6.108
6.430

15.449
23.564
13.549
24.422
23.787
6.167
22.290
22.818
5.468
6.352
5.912
4.700

9.248
0.689
0.906
2.035
–2.134
1.996
0.957
0.786
2.062
3.262
0.473
1.714

<.001
.498
.381
.053
.043
.092
.349
.440
.089
.016
.653
.151

could bear all five tones. This over-representation of the high-level tone in non-SinoVietnamese loanwords resulted in their mean rhyme f0 to be higher, explaining the significant
effect of Word type. In the subset of words that were focused, on the other hand, the SinoVietnamese loanwords all bore the high-level tone A1 (ngang) or the rising tone B1 (sắc), two
tones raised under focus. On the other hand, non-Sino-Vietnamese bore either the high-level
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Figure 3 Mean speaker z-normalized f0 of three tones in focused and unfocused conditions, for two groups of speakers exhibiting
different behaviors.

tone A1 (ngang) or the falling tone A2 (huyền). Since the latter does not undergo an f0 boost,
the non-Sino-Vietnamese loanwords included in the model had on average a lower mean f0
under focus.
The main result of this section is that there was no evidence that different types of
loanwords (coordinative and subordinative Sino-Vietnamese, non-Sino-Vietnamese) behave
differently, casting more doubt on the existence of morphosyntactically-conditioned stress.
Moreover, even if the third word list had distributional limitations, a comparison of words
recorded in focused and unfocused conditions showed that under corrective focus, the two
syllables of disyllabic words systematically undergo the same acoustic changes. That said,
some variability in focus realization strategies was encountered: while syllable lengthening
was found in all speakers and all tones, f0 raising was only found in seven speakers out of 10,
and failed to apply to the falling tone A2 (huyền).

2.2.4 Possible effect of stress on the f0 of individual tones
The mean rhyme f0 models presented so far rest on the assumption that all tones are similarly
raised or lowered when (if) stressed. However, there is a possibility that under stress, individual
tones behave differently, as they do under focus (Section 2.2.3). An expansion of the f0
range could for instance be implemented by raising high tones and lowering low tones. This
possibility was evaluated by refitting the three mean rhyme f0 models presented above (see
Tables 5, 8 and 11) with Tone and its interactions (except Tone∗ Word type) as additional fixed
effects. Refitted models are reported in Appendix C (Tables A6, A7 and A8, respectively). In
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Figure 4 Speaker-normalized f0 contours of the five unchecked tones (headers) in the two syllables of disyllables and in two phrasal
position (top: medial, bottom: final). Means of all recorded data.

all of them, the main effect Tone was significant, which merely confirms that different tones
have different mean f0s. As expected, the significance of other main effects closely matched
that of the original models.
Less trivial is the fact that the large majority of interactions of Tone with other fixed
factors were not significant, casting doubt on the existence of tone-specific stress realization
strategies. There are two exceptions to this generalization. First, in the model refitted on all
non-reduplicates in medial and final positions (Table A6), tone C (hỏi-ngã) had a higher
mean rhyme f0 when sentence-final than when sentence-medial (last box of the second
row of Figure 4). This can be interpreted as a consequence of phrase-final lengthening: due
to the longer duration of the tone-bearing syllable in sentence-final position, the complex
falling-rising tone C (hỏi-ngã) had time to rise to its maximum, something that it failed
to do sentence-medially. Second, in the refitted focus model (Table A8), tone A2 (huyền)
had a lower mean rhyme f0 in the second syllable of a word (second box of the top row
of Figure 4). As this effect makes little linguistic sense and has no parallel in the other two
models refitted with Tone (Tables A6 and A7), I will not attempt to interpret it here (given the
20 fixed effects tested in the model, this may very well be a spurious effect due to multiple
comparisons).
The near absence of significant interactions of Tone with other independent variables
suggests that there is no overall expansion of the f0 range (or any other tone specific effects)
in positions that could be assimilated to a stress environment.

2.2.5 Formants
For reasons discussed in Section 2.1.1, word lists perfectly balanced for vowel quality could
not be constructed; vowel quality was therefore not included as a factor in the study, but
was instead controlled for by including the random factor item (i.e. the syllable) in mixed
models. Nonetheless, there were enough tokens of each vowel to look at formant frequencies
in the entire dataset by focusing on factors that were significant in previous models (Syllable
position, Position, Information structure) without breaking down the data by Word type, a
factor that was not significant so far.
Models were fitted on F1 and F2 measured at the midpoint of the vowel nucleus. The
best models included a large number of parameters, in part because of the 12 different vowel
nuclei found in the word list /iː i u uː e o ɛ əː ə ɔ aː a/. The best F1 model (r2 = 0.767)
included all possible main factors and interactions, except Syll#∗ IS∗ vowel, and thus had 61
parameters. In the best F2 model (r2 = 0.593), no factor or interaction could be dropped,
yielding 65 parameters. Rather than trying to present these excessively large models here,
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Figure 5 Estimated Marginal Means for the first and second formants of each vowel found in the corpus, in different conditions.
Pairs of vowels surrounded by an ellipsis have statistically different F1 at p < .01. Pairs of vowels framed in a box are
statistically different F2 at p < .01. Pairs of vowels surrounded by a dotted ellipsis have statistically different F1 and F2
at p < .01. Other vowel pairs are not statistically different.

results are illustrated by plotting vowel charts of their estimated marginal means. These charts
are grouped together in Figure 5.
In non-focused phrase-medial position (lower-left panel of Figure 5), four vowels had
significantly different mean formants in the first and second syllables: /iː/ and /aː/ had a higher
F2 when they were in the second syllable of a disyllabic word than when they were in its first
syllable, while /aː/ and /ə/ had a lower F1 in the second syllable. /o/ had a higher F1 in the
second syllable, but this is probably a spurious effect: the only word that had /o/ in initial
syllable, công ty [koŋ͡m ti] ‘company’, was systematically produced with a much lower vowel
than expected. In short, there were some statistically significant differences between the two
syllables, but they could not be interpreted as an expansion or a contraction of the vowel
space, and are thus difficult to attribute to stress.
Looking at non-focused words in phrase-final position (lower-right panel), there was, like
in Nguyễn & Ingram (2007a), a general tendency for F1 to be lowered in the second syllable
that reached statistical significance for the vowels /e ə ɔ/. Nguyễn & Ingram interpreted this
F1 lowering as evidence for ‘an articulatory gesture enhancement with larger mouth opening
and jaw lowering indicative of stress or prosodic strengthening’ (Nguyễn & Ingram (2007a:
1755). A comparison of second syllable vowels in the lower-right panel with their counterparts
in the lower-left panel revealed that the drop in F1 was limited to second syllables in final
position, which would favor the prosodic strengthening interpretation over the stress one.
Aside from F1 differences, some phrase-final non-focused vowels showed significant, but
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inconsistent F2 variability: /aː/ and /iː/ had a higher F2 in second syllable, but /i/ and /ə/ went
in the opposite direction.
F1 also seemed affected by focus. The vowels of focused words in medial position (top
panel) had a significantly lower F1 than their non-focused counterparts (lower-left panel).
Furthermore, the significant differences in F1 and F2 between syllables found in unfocused
condition (lower-left panel) were not found under focus. The only exception, the significant
difference between first and second syllable /o/, could again be attributed to the word công ty
‘company’.

3 Discussion
The acoustic results and statistical analyses presented here yield a relatively simple picture.
All other things being equal, none of the acoustic correlates investigated (syllable duration,
mean rhyme intensity, mean rhyme f0, F1 and F2, f0 range) show a systematic asymmetry
between the first and second syllables of disyllabic words. These null results do not seem
to be caused by a lack of statistical power, as the power analyses described in Section 2.1.5
above have shown that the models and samples should be able to detect effects much smaller
than those found in previously described stress systems.
One acoustic property that could admittedly be better investigated is spectral tilt, which
has been shown to correlate with stress in unaccented syllables in a few languages (Sluijter
& Van Heuven 1996, Sluijter et al. 1997, Prieto & Ortega-Llebaria 2006). The word list
used in this study does not sufficiently control for segments and tones to allow this type of
analysis, but previous studies have found no effect of spectral tilt independent of tone in
Vietnamese (Nguyễn & Ingram 2007a, b). Overall, these results strongly argue against the
existence of fixed word stress in Southern Vietnamese. As no asymmetry was uncovered in
specific word types either, the hypothesis that stress is morphosyntactically-defined should
also be reconsidered.
There is, however, a dramatic lengthening of syllables in sentence-final position, and this
effect is accompanied by a drop in F1 in some low vowels, possibly because speakers have
more time to fully realize jaw opening gestures in longer syllables. Altogether, this suggests
that the final prominence that has been previously observed in Vietnamese may exclusively
be due to phrase-final lengthening.
How can we reconcile these results with those of Nguyễn & Ingram (2006, 2007a, b),
who find a consistent, if weak, second syllable prominence even inside sentences? First of all,
in their work on head-final reduplicates and coordinative compounds, duration, formants and
f0 are more prominent on the second syllable than on the first, while intensity exhibits the
opposite pattern. As these acoustic cues normally correlate in stress systems, this suggests
that we are dealing with a form of prominence distinct from stress. As Nguyễn & Ingram
(2007a: 1757) carefully put it, ‘it is possible that word stress levels exist only as a phonetic
tendency in Vietnamese’. At the same time, they explicitly reject the possibility that the
second syllable prominence they find is a pre-boundary effect, on the grounds that second
syllables are slightly lengthened, but not their codas (Nguyễn & Ingram 2007a, b). In any
case, it is clear that the weak second syllable prominence they uncover, whatever it stems
from, does not have the same magnitude as the increased duration found in sentence-final
syllables in the current study. As an example, the second syllable of coordinative compounds
is about 1.2 times longer than the first in Nguyễn & Ingram (2007a), compared to a ratio of
1.7 in this study.
One possible explanation for the weak final prominence found in both of Nguyễn &
Ingram’s experiments is that the fixed carrier sentences they used led participants to single
out the target word and realize it as its own phrase (square brackets in (2) below). From
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the examples of carrier sentences given in their papers, it is also conceivable that the words
following the target word form a phrase of their own (parentheses in (2)). Both of these
hypotheses would make the second syllable of the target phrase-final, but not sentencefinal.
(2)

{(Có
một
bông
mok͡pD2 ɓoŋ͡mA1
[ kɔB1
EX.COP one
CLASS
‘There is a rose here.’

[hoa hồng])
hwaA1 hoŋ͡mA2
flower-pink

(ở
ʔəC
at

đây)}
ɗɛjA1 ]
here

(adapted from Nguyễn & Ingram 2007a: 1748)
Such a parsing would likely cause some phrase-final lengthening (of hồng in (2)), but it
would not be as strong as the dramatic lengthening found in sentence-final environments. This
lengthening could in turn account for the increased f0 range and more peripheral formants
of second syllables in Nguyễn & Ingram’s studies, as increased duration would allow a fuller
realization of articulatory targets. If this is interpretation were correct, Vietnamese would
not have stress, but would exhibit gradient phrase-final strengthening: the right edges of
higher prosodic domains would cause more lengthening than the edges of lower domains
(Wightman et al. 1992, Yoon, Cole & Hasegawa-Johnson 2007). This obviously requires
further investigation.
A last result of this study is that corrective focus seems to be equally marked on the
two syllables of disyllabic words. Overall, the strategies used for realizing corrective focus
in Vietnamese are similar to those that have been reported in typologically-similar Chinese
varieties, where the f0, intensity and duration of the focal syllable are systematically boosted
(Xu 1999, Xu, Xu & Sun 2004, Chen, Wang & Xu 2009). While participants did not clearly
use intensity for focus marking, they were fairly consistent in realizing focus with an increased
duration and a possibly related lower F1 at the midpoint of vowel nuclei. Moreover, seven out
of 10 participants marked focus by boosting f0 in the high tones B1 (sắc) and A1 (ngang),
while the low falling tone A2 (huyền) remained low. The data collected here is based on too
few tones to be easily generalizable and is not entirely comparable with previous work on
Northern Vietnamese focus (Michaud 2005, Jannedy 2008, Miller et al. 2015), but it suggests,
like previous work, that focus-marking strategies may to some extent be speaker-specific in
Vietnamese. This would not be too surprising given that the most common strategies for
marking Vietnamese focus are syntactic rather than prosodic (Michaud & Brunelle 2016).
It is also worth noting that in the current study, several participants seemed to focalize
more than the target word in a non-negligible proportion of their sentences, hinting that
prosodic manipulation may not be their most natural focus-marking strategy. In any case,
what is crucial here is that in disyllables, focus does not cause one syllable to become more
prominent than the other. There is therefore no evidence that a syllable acts as an anchor or
an attractor for focal prominence, which could have been interpreted as evidence for covert
stress.
Since no evidence in favor of asymmetrical syllable prominence was found, one of the
original motivations of this study, finding an East Asian tone language with stress but without
syllable reduction, falls flat. Southern Vietnamese appears to be similar to Cantonese and
other southern Chinese languages in that it does not have word stress.

4 Conclusion
No evidence for any type of word prominence in Vietnamese was found in this study. When all
other factors are kept constant, there is no significant difference in duration, mean intensity,
mean f0, formants or f0 range between the two syllables of disyllabic words, irrespective of
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their morphosyntactic headedness. Furthermore, no syllable gets special prominence when
disyllables are under focus. It appears, after all, that the conservative position advocated by
Emeneau (1951) may have been the correct one: Vietnamese does not seem to have stress,
which would support the claim that some languages have no word stress at all (van der Hulst
2012, Hyman 2014).
On the other hand, the last syllable of a Vietnamese sentence is dramatically lengthened,
which agrees with traditional views of Vietnamese sentential rhythm (Emeneau 1951, Hoàng
& Hoàng 1975) and reflects a well-documented cross-linguistic tendency. This raises the
possibility that the very weak final prominence found in previous studies (Ingram & Nguyễn
2006; Nguyễn & Ingram 2006, 2007a, b) may be caused by the edges of prosodic constituents
intermediate between the word and intonational phrase. More work on the nature of such
prosodic constituents is needed.
Results also show that corrective focus is systematically realized by means of increased
duration and lower F1, but does not cause significant variation in intensity. Focus is also
realized by boosting f0 in most, but not in all speakers, and seems to affect higher tones more
than others. This partly confirms the possibility that prosodic focus has variable idiosyncratic
realizations in Vietnamese (Michaud 2005, Miller et al. 2015).
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Appendix A. Word lists
First word list
Target words
COORDINATIVE COMPOUNDS (1A–1Aʹ)
Bàn ghế
[ɓaːŋA2 ɡeB1 ]

Ghế bàn
[ɡeB1 ɓaːŋA2 ]

‘furniture’

Cây cỏ
[kɛjA1 kɔC ]

Cỏ cây
[kɔC kɛjA1 ]

‘vegetation’

Áo quần
[aːwB1 wəŋA2 ]

Quần áo
[wəŋA2 aːwB1 ]

‘clothes’

Đói nghèo
[ɗɔjB1 ŋɛwA2 ]

Nghèo đói
[ŋɛwA2 ɗɔjB1 ]

‘miserable’

Tı̀m kiếm
[timA2 kiːmB1 ]

Kiếm tı̀m
[kiːmB1 timA2 ]

‘to look for’
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SUBORDINATIVE COMPOUNDS (1B)
Sân bay
[səŋA1 ɓaːjA1 ]

‘airport’

Rái cá
[ɾaːjB1 kaB1 ]

‘otter’

Thuyền buồm
[tʰɥiːŋA2 ɓuːmA2 ]

‘sailboat

Cải củ
[kaːjC kuC ]

‘radish’

Mận hậu
[məŋB2 hɔwB2 ]

‘k.o. plum’

LOANWORDS (1C)
Ban công
[ɓaŋA1 koŋ͡mA1 ]

‘balcony’

Báo cáo
[ɓaːwB1 kaːwB1 ]

‘report’

Sài Gòn
[saːjA2 ɡɔŋA2 ]

‘Saigon’

Mỹ mãn
[miC maːŋC ]

‘beautiful’

Phu. kiện
[fuB2 kiːŋB2 ]

‘accessories’

Reduplicates
BASE

HEAD-INITIAL (2A)

HEAD-FINAL (2B)

FALSE (2C)

Vui
[vujA1 ]

Vui vẻ
[vujA1 vɛC ]

Vui vui
[vujA1 vujA1 ]

Vui thı́ch
[vujA1 tʰɨtD1 ]

‘happy’

Mới
[məːjB1 ]

Mới mẻ
[məːjB1 mɛC ]

Mơi mới
[məːjA1 məːjB1 ]

Mới la.
[məːjB1 laB2 ]

‘new’

Rành
[ɾanA2 ]

Rành rẽ
[ɾanA2 ɾɛC ]

Rành rành
[ɾanA2 ɾanA2 ]

Rành ro.t
[ɾanA2 ɾɔtD2 ]

‘in depth’

Nhỏ
[ɲɔC ]

Nhỏ nhẻ
[ɲɔC ɲɛC ]

Nho nhỏ
[ɲɔA1 ɲɔC ]

Nhỏ nhuyễn
[ɲɔC ɲɥiːŋC ]

‘small’

Go.n
[ɡɔŋB2 ]

Go.n ghẽ
[ɡɔŋB2 ɡɛC ]

Gòn go.n
[ɡɔŋA2 ɡɔŋB2 ]

Go.n nhe.
[ɡɔŋB2 ɲɛB2 ]

‘tidy’
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Randomized list

` Bây giò’ có mot
Nhuom
.̂ tóc dã la.c hau
.̂ rôi.
.̂ phong trào mó’i ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
[ɲuːmB2 tɔk͡pD1 ɗaC laːkD2 hɔwB2 ɾojA2 . ɓiA1 jəːA2 kɔB1 mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjB1 həːŋA1
laA2 samA1 ŋɨːjA2 ]
- chô˜ nào vui vui ho’n.
Đi Vũng Tàu chán nên nhà Hùng di
A1
C
A2
B1
A1
[ɗi vuŋ͡m taːw caːŋ nen ɲaA2 huŋ͡mA2 ɗiA1 coC naːwA2 vujA1 vujA1 həːŋA1 ]
O’̉ công viên Tao Đàn có nhiều cây co.̉
[ʔəC koŋ͡mA1 viːŋA1 taːwA1 ɗaːŋA2 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 kɛjA1 kɔC ]
- lắm.
´ nhà Vi nghèo dói
Thò’i bao câp
[tʰəːjA2 ɓaːwA1 kəpD1 ɲaA2 viA1 ŋɛwA2 ɗɔjB1 lamA1 ]
´ nói tiêng
´ Hàn Quôc
´ rành rôi.
`
Anh Tuân
[ʔanA1 tuːŋB1 nɔjB1 tiːŋB1 haːŋA2 wokD1 ɾanA2 ɾojA2 ]
- ’o’c xêp
´ gòn go.n ho’n va li cua
Va li quần áo cua
̉ Giang du
̉ Chi.
.
A1 A1
A2
B1
C
[va li wəŋ aːw kuə jaːŋA1 ɗɨːkD2 sepD1 gɔŋA2 gɔŋB2 həːŋA1 vaA1 liA1 kuəC ciA1 ]
So’̉ thú Sài Gòn có hai con rái cá d-u.’c.
[səC tʰuB1 saːjA2 ɡɔŋA2 kɔB1 haːjA1 kɔŋA1 ɾaːjB1 kaB1 ɗɨkD2 ]
´ o’̉ La.ng So’n là man
Trái cây rẻ nhât
.̂ hau.
.̂
[tʃaːjB1 kɛjA1 rɛC ɲəkD1 ʔəC laːŋB2 səːŋA1 laA2 məŋB2 hɔwB2 ]
- ’o’c xêp
´ go.n ho’n va li cua
Va li quần áo cua
̉ Giang du
̉ Chi.
.
A1 A1
A2
B1
C
[va li wəŋ aːw kuə jaːŋA1 ɗɨːkD2 sepD1 ɡɔŋB2 həːŋA1 vaA1 liA1 kuəC ciA1 ]
- phòng nào cũng có ban công rong.
O’̉ khách sa.n dó,
.̂

[ʔəC xatD1 saːŋB2 ɗɔB1 fɔŋ͡mA2 naːwA2 kuŋ͡mC kɔB1 ɓaːŋA1 koŋ͡mA1 ɾoŋ͡mB2 ]
Nhà Phu’o’ng không có tiền mua áo quần.
[ɲaA2 fɨːŋA1 xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 tiːŋA2 muəA1 ʔaːwB1 wəŋA2 ]
´ có nhiều phu. kien.
Hien
.̂ nay xe máy Hàn Quôc
.̂
B2
A1
A1
B1
[hiːŋ naːj xɛ maːj haːŋA2 wokD1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 fuB2 kiːŋB2 ]
Má Chi nói nho nhỏ ho’n con gái.
[maB1 ciA1 nɔjB1 ɲɔA1 ɲɔC həːŋA1 kɔŋA1 ɡaːjB1 ]
O’̉ công viên Tao Đàn có nhiều cây cỏ cao.
[ʔəC koŋ͡mA1 viːŋA1 taːwA1 ɗaːŋA2 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 kɛjA1 kɔC kaːwA1 ]
´ nói tiêng
´ Hàn Quôc
´ rành rẽ rôi.
`
Anh Tuân
[ʔanA1 tuːŋB1 nɔjB1 tiːŋB1 haːŋA2 wokD1 ɾanA2 ɾɛC ɾojA2 ]
´
O’̉ Hà Noi
.̂ di chô˜ nào cũng phải tı̀m kiêm.
[ʔəC haA2 nojB2 ɗiA1 coC naːwA2 kuŋ͡mC faːjC timA2 kiːmB1 ]
` Bây giò’ có mot
Nhuom
.̂ tóc dã la.c hau
.̂ rôi.
.̂ phong trào mó’i ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
B2
D1
C
D2
B2
A2
[ɲuːm tɔk͡p ɗa laːk hɔw ɾoj . ɓiA1 jəA2 kɔB1 mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjB1 həːŋA1
laA2 samA1 ŋ-iːjA2 ]
Nhà Phu’o’ng không có tiền mua áo quần cũ.
[ɲaA2 f-iːŋA1 xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 tiːŋA2 muəA1 ʔaːwB1 wəŋA2 kuC ]
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- chô˜ nào vui thı́ch ho’n.
Đi Vũng Tàu chán nên nhà Hùng di
A1
C
A2
B1
A1
[ɗi vuŋ͡m taːw caːŋ nen ɲaA2 huŋ͡mA2 ɗiA1 coC naːwA2 vujA1 tʰ-itD1 həːŋA1 ]
So’̉ thú Sài Gòn có hai con rái cá.
[səC tʰuB1 saːjA2 ɡɔŋA2 kɔB1 haːjA1 kɔŋA1 ɾaːjB1 kaB1 ]
Sau khi về Viet
.̂ Nam anh Hòa phải làm báo cáo dài.
[saːwA1 xiA1 veA2 viːkD2 naːmA1 anA1 hwaA2 faːjC laːmA2 ɓaːwB1 kaːwB1 jaːjA2 ]
Nhà Phu’o’ng không có tiền mua áo quần.
[ɲaA2 f-iːŋA1 xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 tiːŋA2 muəA1 ʔaːwB1 wəŋA2 ]
O’̉ Mỹ không có cải củ ngon.
[ʔəC miC xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 kaːjC kuC ŋɔŋA1 ]
´ có nhiều phu. kien
´
Hien
.̂ nay xe máy Hàn Quôc
.̂ tôt.
[hiːŋB2 naːjA1 xɛA1 maːjB1 haːŋA2 wokD1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 fuB2 kiːŋB2 tok͡pD1 ]
` Bây giò’ có mot
Nhuom
.̂ tóc dã la.c hau
.̂ rôi.
.̂ phong trào mo’i mó’i ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
B2
D1
C
D2
B2
A2
[ɲuːm tɔk͡p ɗaː laːk hɔw ɾoj . ɓiA1 jəːA2 kɔB1 mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjA1
məːjB1 həːŋA1 laA2 samA1 ŋ-iːjA2 ]
- nghèo lắm.
´ nhà Vi dói
Thò’i bao câp
[tʰəːjA2 ɓaːwA1 kəpD1 ɲaA2 viA1 ɗɔjB1 ŋɛwA2 lamA1 ]
- ’o’c xêp
´ go.n ghẽ ho’n va li cua
Va li quần áo cua
̉ Giang du
̉ Chi.
.
A1 A1
A2
B1
C
A1
D2
D1
B2
[va li wəŋ aːw kuə jaːŋ ɗ-iːk sep ɡɔŋ ɡɛC həːŋA1 vaA1 liA1 kuəC ciA1 ]
´ có nhiều bàn ghê.
´
Nhà ba má Tuân
[ɲaA2 ɓaA1 maB1 tuːŋB1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 ɓaːŋA2 ɡeB1 ]
- vòng quanh thê´ gió’i bằng thuyền buôm
` c ổ.
Ổng di
[oŋ͡mA1 ɗiA1 vɔŋ͡mA2 quanA1 tʰeB1 jəːjB1 ɓaŋA2 tʰɥiːŋA2 ɓuːmA2 koC ]
` bây giò’ có mot
Nhuom
.̂ tóc dã la.c hau
.̂ rôi,
.̂ phong trào mó’i mẻ ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
B2
D1
C
D2
B2
A2
[ɲuːm tɔk͡p ɗa laːk hɔw ɾoj . ɓiA1 jəA2 kɔB1 mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjB1 mɛC
həːŋA1 laA2 samA1 ŋ-iːjA2 ]
Má Chi nói nhỏ ho’n con gái.
[maB1 ciA1 nɔjB1 ɲɔC həːŋA1 kɔŋA1 ɡaːjB1 ]
´ o’̉ La.ng So’n là man
Trái cây rẻ nhât
.̂ hau
.̂ chua.
[tʃaːjB1 kɛjA1 rɛC ɲəkD1 ʔəC laːŋB2 səːnA1 laA2 məŋB2 hɔwB2 cuəA1 ]
- i hoc cua
´ quả thi da
Kêt
̉ Hùng mỹ mãn quá.
. .
[ketD1 waC tʰiA1 ɗaːjB2 hɔk͡pD2 kuəC huŋ͡mA2 miC maːŋC waB1 ]
Má Chi nhỏ con ho’n con gái.
[maB1 ciA1 ɲɔC kɔŋA1 həːŋA1 kɔŋA1 ɡaːjB1 ]
´ có nhiều ghê´ bàn.
Nhà ba má Tuân
[ɲaA2 ɓaA1 maB1 tuːŋB1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 ɡeB1 ɓaːŋA2 ]
´ tı̀m.
O’̉ Hà Noi
.̂ di chô˜ nào cũng phải kiêm
[ʔəC haA2 nojB2 ɗiA1 coC naːwA2 kuŋ͡mC faːjC kiːmB1 timA2 ]
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` Bây giò’ có mot
Nhuom
.̂ tóc dã la.c hau
.̂ rôi.
.̂ phong trào mo’i mó’i ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
[ɲuːmB2 tɔk͡pD1 ɗaC laːkD2 hɔwB2 ɾojA2 . ɓiA1 jəA2 kɔB1 mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjA1 məːjB1
həːŋA1 laA2 samA1 ŋ-iːjA2 ]
O’̉ công viên Tao Đàn có nhiều cỏ cây.
[ʔəC koŋ͡mA1 viːŋA1 taːwA1 ɗaːŋA2 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 kɔC kɛjA1 ]
´ nói tiêng
´ Hàn Quôc
´ rành rành rôi.
`
Anh Tuân
[ʔanA1 tuːŋB1 nɔjB1 tiːŋB1 haːŋA2 wokD1 ɾanA2 ɾanA2 ɾojA2 ]
O’̉ công viên Tao Đàn có nhiều cỏ cây cao.
[ʔəC koŋ͡mA1 viːŋA1 taːwA1 ɗaːŋA2 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 kɔC kɛjA1 kaːwA1 ]
- vòng quanh thê´ gió’i bằng thuyền buôm.
`
Ổng di
[oŋ͡mA1 ɗiA1 vɔŋ͡mA2 quanA1 tʰeB1 jəːjB1 ɓaŋA2 tʰɥiːŋA2 ɓuːmA2 ]
Bắc Kinh có hai sân bay.
[ɓakD1 k-inA1 kɔB1 haːjA1 səŋA1 ɓaːjA1 ]
´ nhà Vi nghèo dói.
Thò’i bao câp
[tʰəːjA2 ɓaːwA1 kəpD1 ɲaA2 viA1 ŋɛwA2 ɗɔjB1 ]
Má Chi nói nhỏ nhẻ ho’n con gái.
[maB1 ciA1 nɔjB1 ɲɔC ŋɛC həːŋA1 kɔŋA1 ɡaːjB1 ]
- chô˜ nào vui ho’n.
Đi Vũng Tàu chán nên nhà Hùng di
A1
C
A2
B1
A1
[ɗi vuŋ͡m taːw caːŋ nen ɲaA2 huŋ͡mA2 ɗiA1 coC naːwA2 vujA1 həːŋA1 ]
´ cua
O’̉ Cali Viet
̉ Sài Gòn cũ.
.̂ Kiều nhó’ cuộc sông
[ʔəC kaA1 liA1 viːkD2 kiːwA2 ɲəB1 kuːkD2 soŋ͡mB1 kuəC saːjA2 ɡɔŋA2 kuC ]
´ kỹ.
O’̉ Hà Noi
.̂ di chô˜ nào cũng phải tı̀m kiêm
[ʔəC haA2 nojB2 ɗiA1 coC naːwA2 kuŋ͡mC faːjC timA2 kiːmB1 kiC ]
- i hoc cua
´ quả thi da
Kêt
̉ Hùng mỹ mãn.
. .
[ketD1 waC tʰiA1 ɗaːjB2 hɔk͡pD2 kuəC huŋ͡mA2 miC maːŋC ]
- nghèo.
´ nhà Vi dói
Thò’i bao câp
[tʰəːjA2 ɓaːwA1 kəpD1 ɲaA2 viA1 ɗɔjB1 ŋɛwA2 ]
Sau khi về Viet
.̂ Nam anh Hòa phải làm báo cáo.
[saːwA1 xiA1 veA2 viːkD2 naːmA1 anA1 hwaA2 faːjC laːmA2 ɓaːwB1 kaːwB1 ]
´ tı̀m kỹ.
O’̉ Hà Noi
.̂ di chô˜ nào cũng phải kiêm
[ʔəC haA2 nojB2 ɗiA1 coC naːwA2 kuŋ͡mC faːjC kiːmB1 timA2 kiC ]
Nhà Phu’o’ng không có tiền mua quần áo cũ.
[ɲaA2 f-iːŋA1 xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 tiːŋA2 muəA1 wəŋA2 ʔaːwB1 kuC ]
- phòng nào cũng có ban công.
O’̉ khách sa.n dó,
[ʔəC xatD1 saːŋB2 ɗɔB1 fɔŋ͡mA2 naːwA2 kuŋ͡mC kɔB1 ɓaːŋA1 koŋ͡mA1 ]
Bắc Kinh có hai sân bay ló’n.
[ɓakD1 k-inA1 kɔB1 haːjA1 səŋA1 ɓaːjA1 ləːŋB1 ]
Nhà Phu’o’ng không có tiền mua quần áo.
[ɲaA2 f-iːŋA1 xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 tiːŋA2 muəA1 wəŋA2 ʔaːwB1 ]
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- p.
´ có nhiều bàn ghê´ de
Nhà ba má Tuân
.
A2
A1
B1
B1
B1
A2
[ɲaː ɓaː maː tuːŋ kɔ ɲiːw ɓaːŋA2 ɡeB1 ɗɛpD2 ]
O’̉ Mỹ không có cải cu.̉
[ʔəC miC xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 kaːjC kuC ]
- chô˜ nào vui vẻ ho’n.
Đi Vũng Tàu chán nên nhà Hùng di
[ɗiA1 vuŋ͡mC taːwA2 caːŋB1 nenA1 ɲaA2 huŋ͡mA2 ɗiA1 coC naːwA2 vujA1 vɛC həːŋA1 ]
` bây giò’ có mot
Nhuom
.̂ tóc dã la.c hau
.̂ rôi,
.̂ phong trào mó’i la. ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
[ɲuːmB2 tɔk͡pD1 ɗaC laːkD2 hɔwB2 ɾojA2 . ɓiA1 jəA2 kɔB1 mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjB1 laB2
həːŋA1 laA2 samA1 ŋ-iːjA2 ]
- ’o’c xêp
´ go.n nhe. ho’n va li cua
Va li quần áo cua
̉ Giang du
̉ Chi.
.
A1 A1
A2
B1
C
[va li wəŋ aːw kuə jaːŋA1 ɗ-iːkD2 sepD1 ɡɔŋB2 ŋɛB2 həːŋA1 vaA1 liA1 kuəC ciA1 ]

Second word list
Target words
SINO-VIETNAMESE COORDINATIVE
COMPOUNDS

SINO-VIETNAMESE
SUBORD. COMPOUNDS

FOREIGN LOANWORDS

Giao thông ‘transportation
[jaːwA1 tʰoŋ͡mA1 ]

Công ty
‘company’
[koŋ͡mA1 tiA1 ]

Phan Rang ‘Phan Rang’
[faːŋA1 raːŋA1 ]

Báo cáo
‘report’
[ɓaːwB1 kaːwB1 ]

Yếu tố
‘element’
[ʔiːwB1 toB1 ]

Sài Gòn
‘Saigon’
[saːjA2 ɡɔŋA2 ]

Hòa bı̀nh
‘peace’
A2
A2
[hwa ɓ-in ]

‘premise’
Tiền đề
A2
A2
[tiːŋ ɗe ]

Ban công
‘balcony’
A1
A1
[ɓaːŋ koŋ͡m ]

Mỹ mãn
‘beautiful’
[miC maːŋC ]

Mỹ phẩm ‘cosmetics’
[miC fəmC ]

Xăng đan
‘sandal’
[saŋA1 ɗaŋA1 ]

‘active’
Vận động
B2
B2
[vəŋ ɗoŋ͡m ]

Phu. kiện ‘accessory’
[fuB2 kiːŋB2 ]

Randomized word list
´ có nhiều phu. kien
´
Hien
.̂ nay xe máy Hàn Quôc
.̂ tôt.
[hiːŋB2 naːjA1 xɛA1 maːjB1 haːŋA2 wokD1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 fuB2 kiːŋB2 tok͡pD1 ]
´ giao thông tôt.
´
O’̉ Cam-pu-chia, có chı́nh sách mó’i về he.̂ thông
[ʔəC kaːmA1 puA1 chiəA1 kɔB1 c-inB1 satD1 məːjB1 veA2 heB2 tʰoŋ͡mB1 jaːwA1 tʰoŋA1 tok͡pD1 ]
´ bà con trông
` cao su nên phải tuyên truyền van
Chı́nh quyền Lào Cai muôn
.̂ dông ma.nh.
[ch-inB1 ɥiːŋA2 laːwA2 kaːjA1 muːŋB1 ɓaA2 kɔŋA1 tʃoŋ͡mA2 kaːwA1 suA1 nenA1 faːjC tɥiːŋA1
tʃɥiːŋA2 vəŋB2 ɗoŋ͡mA1 manB2 ]
- Tổ chức Nông lu’o’ng Thê´ gió’i du
- ’a ra mot yêu
Để phân tı́ch su.’ nghèo dói,
.̂ ´ tô´ mó’i.
[ɗeC fəŋA1 t-itD1 s-iB2 ŋɛwA2 ɗɔjB1 toB1 c-ikD1 noŋ͡mA1 l-iːŋA1 tʰeB1 jəːjB1 ɗ-iəA1 ɾaA1 mok͡pD2
ʔiːwB1 toB1 məːjB1 ]
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´ khó lap
O’̉ I-rắc, rât
.̂ la.i hoà bı̀nh that.
.̂
C A1
D1
[ʔə ʔi ɾak ɾəkD1 xɔB1 ləpD2 laːjB2 hwaA2 ɓ-inA2 tʰəkD2 ]
- ló’n.
Nghiên cứu này du.’a vào ba tiền dề
[ŋiːŋA1 k-iwB1 naːjA2 j-iəB2 vaːwA2 ɓaA1 tiːŋA2 ɗeA2 ləːŋB1 ]
- i hoc cua
´ quả thi da
Kêt
̉ Hùng mỹ mãn quá.
. .
D1
C
A1
B2
[ket wa tʰi ɗaːj hɔk͡pD2 kuəC huŋ͡mA2 miC maːŋC waB1 ]
- phòng nào cũng có ban công rong.
O’̉ khách sa.n dó,
.̂
C
D1
[ʔə xat saːŋB2 ɗɔB1 fɔŋ͡mA2 naːwA2 kuŋ͡mC kɔB1 ɓaːŋA1 koŋ͡mA1 ɾoŋ͡mB2 ]
´ cua
O’̉ Cali Viet
̉ Sài Gòn cũ.
.̂ Kiều nhó’ cuộc sông
[ʔəC kaA1 liA1 viːkD2 kiːwA2 ɲəB1 kuːkD2 soŋ͡mB1 kuəC saːjA2 ɡɔŋA2 kuC ]
Từ khi thay d-ổi ranh gió’i hành chı́nh, Tháp Chàm thuoc
.̂ về thành phô´ Phan Rang mó’i.
A2
A1
A1
C
A1
B1
A2
B1
D1
[t-i xi tʰaːj ɗoj ɾan jəːj han c-in tʰaːp caːmA2 tʰuːkD2 veA2 tʰanA2 foB1
faːŋA1 raːŋA1 məːjB1 ]
- dép cao su, nhu’ng Bác Giáp thı́ch di
- xăng dan
- da.
` tru’ó’c, Bác Hô` thı́ch di
Hôi
[hojA2 tʃ-iːkD2 ɓaːkD1 hoA2 tʰ-itD1 ɗiA1 jɛpD1 kaːwA1 suA1 ɲ-iŋA1 ɓaːkD1 jaːpD1 tʰ-itD1 ɗiA1
saŋA1 ɗaːŋA1 jaA1 ]
´ phát triển nên có nhiều công ty ló’n.
Kinh tê´ Xinh-ga-po rât
[k-inA1 teB1 s-inA1 ɡaA1 pɔA1 ɾəkD1 faːtD1 tʃiːŋC nenA1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 koŋ͡mA1 tiA1 ləːŋB1 ]
Sau khi về Viet
.̂ Nam anh Hòa phải làm báo cáo dài.
A1
A1
[saːw xi veA2 viːkD2 naːmA1 anA1 hwaA2 faːjC laːmA2 ɓaːwB1 kaːwB1 jaːjA2 ]
´ thı́ch mua mỹ phẩm Pháp.
Hien
.̂ nay, phu. nữ Nhat
.̂ rât
[hiːnB2 naːjÁ1 fuB2 n-iC ɲəkD2 ɾəkD1 tʰ-itD1 muəA1 miC fəmC faːpD1 ]

Third word list
Target words
Subset of first and second word lists.

Randomized word list

` Bây giò’ có mot
Nhuom
.̂ tóc dã la.c hau
.̂ rôi.
.̂ phong trào la. lùng ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
B2
D1
C
D2
[ɲuːm tɔk͡p ɗa laːk hɔwB2 ɾojA2 . ɓiA1 jəA2 kɔB1 mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 laB2 luŋ͡mA2
həːŋA1 laA2 samA1 ŋ-iːjA2 ]
• Không phải! Có mot
.̂ phong trào mó’i mẻ ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC kɔB1 mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjB1 mɛC həːŋA1 laA2 samA1 ŋ-iːjA2 ]
- p.
´ có nhiều tủ sách de
Nhà ba má Tuân
.
A2
A1
B1
A2
B1
A2
[ɲa ɓa ma tuːŋ kɔ ɲiːw tuC satB1 ɗɛpD2 ]
- p.
• Không phải! Ho. có nhiều bàn ghê´ de
.
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC hɔB2 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 ɓaːŋA2 ɡeB1 ɗɛpD2 ]
Bắc Kinh có hai cảng ló’n.
[ɓakD1 k-inA1 kɔB1 haːjA1 kaːŋC ləːŋB1 ]
• Không phải! Bắc Kinh có hai sân bay ló’n.
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• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC ɓakD1 k-inA1 kɔB1 haːjA1 səŋA1 ɓaːjA1 ləːŋB1 ]
Nhà Phu’o’ng không có tiền mua tủ la.nh cũ.
[ɲaA2 f-iːŋA1 xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 tiːŋA2 muəA1 tuC lanB2 kuC ]
• Không phải! Ho. không có tiền mua quần áo cũ.
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC hɔB2 xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 tiːŋA2 muəA1 wəŋA2 ʔaːwB1 kuC ]
- chô˜ nào dông
Đi Vũng Tàu chán nên nhà Hùng di
dông
ho’n.
A1
C
A2
B1
A1
A2
A2
A1
[ɗi vuŋ͡m taːw caːŋ nen ɲa huŋ͡m ɗi coC naːwA2 ɗoŋ͡mA1 ɗoŋ͡mA1 həːŋA1 ]
- chô˜ nào vui vui ho’n.
• Không phải! Nhà Hùng di
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC ɲaA2 huŋ͡mA2 ɗiA1 coC naːwA2 vujA1 vujA1 həːŋA1 ]
´
O’̉ Cam-pu-chia, có chı́nh sách mó’i về giáo du.c tôt
C
A1
A1
A1
B1
B1
D1
B1
[ʔə kaːm pu chiə kɔ c-in sat məːj veA2 jaːwB1 juk͡pD2 tok͡pD1 ]
´ giao thông tôt.
´
• Không phải! Có chı́nh sách mó’i về he.̂ thông
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC kɔB1 c-inB1 satD1 məːjB1 veA2 heB2 tʰoŋ͡mB1 jaːwA1 tʰoŋ͡mA1 tok͡pD1 ]
So’̉ thú Sài Gòn có hai con su’ tử d-u.’c.
[səC tʰuB1 saːjA2 ɡɔŋA2 kɔB1 haːjA1 kɔŋA1 s-iA1 t-iC ɗ-ikD2 ]
• Không phải! Ho. có hai con rái cá d-u.’c.
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC hɔB2 kɔB1 haːjA1 kɔŋA1 ɾaːjB1 kaB1 ɗ-ikD2 ]
´ phát triển nên có nhiều tòa nhà ló’n.
Kinh tê´ Xinh-ga-po rât
[k-inA1 teB1 s-inA1 ɡaA1 pɔA1 ɾəkD1 faːtD1 tʃiːŋC nenA1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 twaA2 ɲaA2 ləːŋB1 ]
• Không phải! Xinh-g a-po có nhiều công ty ló’n.
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC s-inA1 ɡaA1 pɔA1 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 koŋ͡mA1 tiA1 ləːŋB1 ]
- chô˜ nào dông
Đi Vũng Tàu chán nên nhà Hùng di
d-úc ho’n.
A1
C
A2
B1
A1
A2
A2
A1
[ɗi vuŋ͡m taːw caːŋ nen ɲa huŋ͡m ɗi coC naːwA2 ɗoŋ͡mA1 ɗ-ikD1 həːŋA1 ]
- chô˜ nào vui vẻ ho’n.
• Không phải! Nhà Hùng di
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC ɲaA2 huŋ͡mA2 ɗiA1 coC naːwA2 vujA1 vɛC həːŋA1 ]
Sau khi về Viet
.̂ Nam anh Hòa phải làm tu’ò’ng trı̀nh dài.
[saːwA1 xiA1 veA2 viːkD2 naːmA1 anA1 hwaA2 faːjC laːmA2 t-iːŋA2 tʃ-inA2 jaːjA2 ]
• Không phải! Ảnh phải làm báo cáo dài.
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC anA1 faːjC laːmA2 ɓaːwB1 kaːwB1 jaːjA2 ]
- Tổ chức Nông lu’o’ng Thê´ gió’i du
- ’a ra mot nguyên tắc mó’i.
Để phân tı́ch su.’ nghèo dói,
.̂
[ɗeC fəŋA1 t-itD1 s-iB2 ŋɛwA2 ɗɔjB1 toB1 c-ikD1 noŋ͡mA1 l-iːŋA1 tʰeB1 jəːjB1 ɗ-iəA1 ɾaA1 mok͡pD2
ŋɥiːŋA1 takD1 məːjB1 ]
- ’a ra mot yêu
• Không phải! Ho. du
.̂ ´ tô´ mó’i.
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC hɔB2 ɗ-iəA1 ɾaA1 mok͡pD2 ʔiːwB1 toB1 məːjB1 ]
Nhà Phu’o’ng không có tiền mua bàn ghê´ cũ.
[ɲaA2 f-iːŋA1 xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 tiːŋA2 muəA1 ɓaːŋA2 ɡeB1 kuC ]
• Không phải! Ho. không có tiền mua áo quần cũ.
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• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC hɔB2 xoŋ͡mA1 kɔB1 tiːŋA2 muəA1 ʔaːwB1 wəŋA2 kuC ]
- phòng nào cũng có giu’ò’ng rong.
O’̉ khách sa.n dó,
.̂
[ʔəC xatD1 saːŋB2 ɗɔB1 fɔŋ͡mA2 naːwA2 kuŋ͡mC kɔB1 j-iːŋA2 ɾoŋ͡mB2 ]
• Không phải! Phòng nào cũng có ban công rong.
.̂
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC fɔŋ͡mA2 naːwA2 kuŋ͡mC kɔB1 ɓaːŋA1 koŋ͡mA1 ɾoŋ͡mB2 ]
´ cua
O’̉ Cali Viet
̉ Hà Nội cũ.
.̂ Kiều nhó’ cuộc sông
[ʔəC kaA1 liA1 viːkD2 kiːwA2 ɲəB1 kuːkD2 soŋ͡mB1 kuəC haA2 nojB2 kuC ]
´ cua
• Không phải! Ho. nhó’ cuoc
̉ Sài Gòn cũ.
.̂ sông
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC hɔB2 ɲəB1 kuːkD2 soŋ͡mB1 kuəC saːjA2 ɡɔŋA2 kuC ]
` Bây giò’ có mot
Nhuom
.̂ tóc dã la.c hau
.̂ rôi.
.̂ phong trào kỳ quặc ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
B2
D1
C
D2
B2
A2
[ɲuːm tɔk͡p ɗa laːk hɔw ɾoj . ɓiA1 jəA2 kɔB1 mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 kiA2 wakD2
həːŋA1 laA2 samA1 ŋ-iːjA2 ]
• Không phải! Có mot
.̂ phong trào mo’i mó’i ho’n là xăm ngu’ò’i.
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC kɔB1 mok͡pD2 fɔŋA1 tʃaːwA2 məːjA1 məːjB1 həːŋA1 laA2 samA1 ŋ-iːjA2 ]
- p.
´ có nhiều chiêc
´ xe de
Nhà ba má Tuân
.
[ɲaA2 ɓaA1 maB1 tuːŋA2 kɔB1 ciːkD1 xeA1 ɗɛpD2 ]
- p.
• Không phải! Ho. có nhiều ghê´ bàn de
.
• [xoŋ͡ɱA1 faːjC hɔB2 kɔB1 ɲiːwA2 ɡeB1 ɓaːŋA2 ɗɛpD2 ]
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Appendix B. Mixed models for coordinative and reversed coordinative compounds
Table A1 Estimates of fixed effects on syllable duration of Native Coordinative Compounds and Reversed
Native Coordinative Compounds (r2 = 0.893). Reference category: First syllable of Reversed
Native Coordinative Compounds in medial position. Bold marks significant fixed effects.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
WordtypeCoord
PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal

Estimate
(s)

SE

df

t

p

0.217
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.152

.013
.010
.009
.008
.003

23.210
11.497
7.768
13.957
1258.085

16.051
0.140
0.121
0.259
49.920

<.001
.891
.907
.800
<.001

Table A2 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme intensity of Native Coordinative Compounds and
Reversed Native Coordinative Compounds (r2 = 0.699). Reference category: First syllable of
Reversed Native Coordinative Compounds in medial position. Bold marks significant fixed effects.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
WordtypeCoord
PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal

Estimate
(dB)

SE

df

t

p

65.402
0.598
0.160
0.517
–0.467

1.318
0.833
0.823
0.334
0.236

17.930
6.292
6.007
13.821
1263.138

49.608
0.718
0.195
1.548
–1.975

<.001
.498
.852
.144
<.001

Table A3 Estimates of fixed effects on F1 at midpoint of vowel nuclei of Native Coordinative Compounds and
Reversed Native Coordinative Compounds (r2 = 0.752). Reference category: First syllable of Reversed
Native Coordinative Compounds in medial position. Bold marks significant fixed effects.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
WordtypeCoord
PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ WordtypeCoord
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal
WordtypeCoord∗ PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ WordtypeCoord∗ PositionFinal

Estimate
(Hz)

SE

df

t

p

656.388
104.721
93.876
66.767
212.547
–72.931
6.462
22.347

90.857
121.524
121.467
19.164
238.347
26.659
26.759
48.419

8.159
6.617
6.604
9.174
6.127
8.757
8.897
5.964

7.224
0.862
0.773
3.486
0.892
–2.736
0.241
0.462

<.001
.419
.466
.007
.406
.024
.815
.661
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Table A4 Estimates of fixed effects on F2 at midpoint of vowel nuclei of Native Coordinative Compounds and
Reversed Native Coordinative Compounds (r2 = 0.521). Reference category: First syllable of Reversed
Native Coordinative Compounds in medial position.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
WordtypeCoord
PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ WordtypeCoord
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal
WordtypeCoord∗ PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ WordtypeCoord∗ PositionFinal

Estimate
(Hz)

SE

df

t

p

1569.398
75.709
9.213
10.411
99.336
90.310
72.993
164.757

237.756
331.486
331.031
58.185
654.026
76.467
77.048
124.127

6.828
6.455
6.420
15.036
6.116
13.731
14.226
6.008

6.601
0.228
0.028
0.179
0.152
1.181
0.947
1.327

<.001
.826
.979
.860
.884
.258
.359
.233

Table A5 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme f0 of Native Coordinative Compounds and Reversed
Native Coordinative Compounds (r2 = 0.924). Reference category: First syllable of Reversed Native
Coordinative Compounds in medial position.

(Intercept)
Syll#2
WordtypeCoord
PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ WordtypeCoord
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal
WordtypeCoord∗ PositionFinal

Estimate
(Hz)

SE

df

t

p

207.336
7.586
13.006
1.451
11.689
3.064
0.987

21.810
11.370
11.263
2.291
20.445
1.827
1.844

9.205
8.919
8.610
20.796
5.995
1261.990
1265.829

9.507
0.667
1.155
0.633
0.572
1.677
0.535

<.001
.522
.279
.533
.588
.094
.592
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Appendix C. Mixed models for mean syllable f0 including tone as a fixed effect
Table A6 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme f0, all phrase-medial words (r2 = 0.94). Reference category:
First syllable of disyllabic non-reduplicates with tone B1 (sắc). Bold marks significant fixed effects.

(Intercept)
ToneHoiNga
ToneHuyen
ToneNang
ToneNgang
Syll#2
PositionFinal
WordtypeLoan
WordtypeNSub
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal
Syll#2∗ WordtypeLoan
Syll#2∗ WordtypeNSub
Syll#2∗ ToneHoi
Syll#2∗ ToneHuyen
Syll#2∗ ToneNang
Syll#2∗ ToneNgang
Syll#1∗ PositionFinal∗ ToneHoiNga
Syll#1∗ PositionFinal ∗ ToneHuyen
Syll#1∗ PositionFinal ∗ ToneNang
Syll#1∗ PositionFinal ∗ ToneNgang
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal∗ ToneHoiNga
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal ∗ ToneHuyen
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal ∗ ToneNang
Syll#2∗ PositionFinal ∗ ToneNgang

Estimate
(Hz)

SE

df

t

p

215.984
–41.209
–33.513
–55.964
2.990
7.265
0.264
0.951
7.597
3.432
1.283
10.452
13.298
10.586
18.452
15.662
1.712
1.329
1.590
1.801
11.585
1.311
3.604
0.771

20.735
9.862
8.768
11.417
9.851
4.916
2.324
6.428
6.396
2.313
8.025
7.979
8.680
6.353
13.030
8.651
3.420
2.915
3.962
3.377
3.283
2.952
3.895
3.258

8.508
53.675
54.157
37.774
53.443
5.859
39.859
19.697
19.306
303.303
25.831
25.248
8.133
5.427
24.618
7.963
39.003
34.615
29.355
37.729
34.909
36.355
28.422
34.614

10.416
–4.178
–3.822
–4.879
0.304
1.478
0.113
0.148
1.188
1.484
0.160
1.310
1.532
1.666
1.416
1.810
0.501
0.456
0.401
0.533
3.529
0.444
0.925
0.237

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
.763
.191
.910
.884
.249
.139
.874
.202
.163
.152
.169
.108
.619
.651
.691
.597
.001
.660
.363
.814
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Table A7 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme f0, all phrase-medial words (r2 = 0.90). Reference
category: First syllable of disyllabic non-reduplicates with tone D1 (checked sắc). Bold marks
significant fixed effects.

(Intercept)
ToneHoiNga
ToneHuyen
ToneNang
ToneNgang
ToneSac
Syll#2
WordtypeHIRed
WordtypeFalseRed
WordtypeHFRed
Syll#2∗ WordtypeHIRed
Syll#2∗ WordtypeFalseRed
Syll#2∗ WordtypeHFRed
Syll#2∗ ToneHoiNga
Syll#2∗ ToneHuyen
Syll#2∗ ToneNang
Syll#2∗ ToneNgang

Estimate
(Hz)

SE

df

t

p

225.009
–45.250
–38.159
–57.623
12.165
11.811
1.900
1.643
0.269
0.235
15.740
3.320
1.354
4.984
3.681
5.469
9.410

24.554
15.451
15.039
15.886
15.268
13.884
6.406
5.806
5.907
5.837
8.162
8.309
7.293
9.447
8.285
10.54
9.16

16.097
44.557
46.023
45.270
45.566
46.089
25.667
62.768
66.991
64.108
50.570
53.995
22.060
25.079
19.562
31.048
26.002

9.164
–2.929
–0.537
–3.627
0.797
0.851
0.297
0.283
0.046
0.040
1.928
0.400
0.186
0.528
0.444
0.519
1.027

<.001
.005
.015
.001
.430
.399
.769
.778
.964
.968
.059
.691
.854
.602
.662
.608
.314

Table A8 Estimates of fixed effects on mean rhyme f0 (r2 = 0.95). Reference category: First syllable of
unfocused disyllabic loanwords with tone B1 (sắc). Bold marks significant fixed effects.

(Intercept)
ToneHoiNga
ToneHuyen
ToneNang
ToneNgang
Syll#2
ISFocus
WordtypeSCoord
WordtypeSSub
Syll#2∗ ISFocus
Syll#2∗ WordtypeSCoord
Syll#2∗ WordtypeSSub
Syll#2∗ ToneHoiNga
Syll#2∗ ToneHuyen
Syll#2∗ ToneNang
Syll#2∗ ToneNgang
Syll#1∗ ISFocus∗ WordtypeSCoord
Syll#1∗ ISFocus∗ WordtypeSSub
Syll#2∗ ISFocus∗ WordtypeSCoord
Syll#2∗ ISFocus∗ WordtypeSsub

Estimate
(Hz)

SE

df

t

p

223.305
26.67
–28.560
–36.474
13.502
7.864
4.155
–21.289
–22.637
9.517
16.976
13.373
10.527
–37.791
20.387
13.040
8.651
13.858
3.503
3.058

21.557
14.754
11.818
12.484
10.847
16.321
3.930
7.805
7.642
4.230
12.589
12.586
17.766
15.018
15.918
13.654
4.340
4.249
4.271
4.303

16.018
17.681
20.818
20.144
22.868
13.178
11.360
18.518
17.398
6.415
13.910
13.918
13.514
13.408
13.606
13.257
5.559
6.528
6.556
6.758

10.359
1.808
–2.417
–2.922
1.245
0.482
1.057
–2.728
–2.962
2.250
1.349
1.063
0.593
–2.526
1.281
0.955
1.993
3.261
0.820
0.711

<.001
.088
.025
.008
.226
.638
.312
.014
.009
.063
.199
.306
.563
.025
.222
.357
.097
.015
.441
.501
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